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The importance of constructing reliable and efficient methods for securing

digital information in the modern world cannot be overstated. The urgency of

this need is reflected in mainstream media – newspapers and websites are full of

news about critical user information, be it credit card numbers, medical data, or

social security information, being compromised and used illegitimately. According

to [31], hackers probe government computer networks millions of times a day, about

9 million Americans have their identities stolen each year and cybercrime costs

large American businesses 3.8 million dollars a year. More than 1 trillion worth of

intellectual property has already been stolen from American businesses.

It is this evergrowing problem of securing valuable information that our thesis

attempts to address (in part). In this thesis, we study methods to secure informa-

tion that are fast, convenient and reliable. Our overall contribution has four distinct

threads. First, we construct efficient, “expressive” Public Key Encryption systems
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(specifically, Identity Based Encryption systems) based on the hardness of lattice

problems. In Identity Based Encryption (IBE), any arbitrary string such as the

user’s email address or name can be her public key. IBE systems are powerful and

address several problems faced by the deployment of Public Key Encryption. Our

constructions are secure in the standard model. Next, we study secure communi-

cation over the two-user interference channel with an eavesdropper. We show that

using lattice codes helps enhance the secrecy rate of this channel in the presence of

an eavesdropper. Thirdly, we analyze the security requirements of network coding.

Network Coding is an elegant method of data transmission which not only helps

achieve capacity in several networks, but also has a host of other benefits. However,

network coding is vulnerable to “pollution attacks” when there are malicious users

in the system. We design mechanisms to prevent pollution attacks. In this set-

ting, we provide two constructions – a homomorphic Message Authentication Code

(HMAC) and a Digital Signature, to secure information that is transmitted over such

networks. Finally, we study the benefits of using Compressive Sensing for secure

communication over the Wyner wiretap channel. Compressive Sensing has seen an

explosion of interest in the last few years with its elegant mathematics and plethora

of applications. So far however, Compressive Sensing had not found application in

the domain of secrecy. Given its inherent assymetry, we ask (and answer in the

affirmative) the question of whether it can be deployed to enable secure communi-

cation. Our results allow linear encoding and efficient decoding (via LASSO) at the

legitimate receiver, along with infeasibility of message recovery (via an information

theoretic analysis) at the eavesdropper, regardless of decoding strategy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview and Motivation

The importance of secrecy, privacy and security in today’s world of exploding

e-commerce, communication and networking cannot be overstated. In the modern

world, communication has moved rapidly to Internet and wireless media, storage of

information on far away servers has become the norm and entering sensitive personal

information on online forms has begun to seem inevitable. Examples in everyday

life abound– entering credit card information to buy goods online, sending sensitive

information (such as medical information) on email, keeping in touch with family

and friends on social networks are just a few. In this setting, it is vital that we

develop theoretically sound methods of securing user information in ways that are

efficient, convenient and with strong guarantees. This is the domain in which our

work finds its niche.

This thesis attempts to study the issue of security from both an information

theoretic as well as a cryptographic perspective. These widely differing perspectives

are useful in diverse applications and we examine a few such. We construct security

schemes with strong mathematical guarantees that can be used to encode sensitive

user information as it travels over insecure networks. In addition to being provably
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secure, these schemes are also bandwidth aware and computationally lightweight.

Cryptography has enjoyed a long, colorful (and sometimes violent) history

ranging from ancient Greek tales to modern wars. Since time immemorial people

have wanted to send messages secretly. In earlier times, the sender and the desired

recipient shared a secret “key” which they used to encrypt their messages. Modern

times have seen the birth and stupendous success of public key cryptography, in

which multiple people may participate all at once. Each person has a public and

private key pair (these are mathematically related) where the public key is dissemi-

nated to everyone and the private key is kept secret. To send a message secretly to

Bob, Alice encrypts the message with Bob’s public key, and Bob, to read it, decrypts

it with his private key. Naturally, no one but Bob can decrypt messages addressed

to him, at least, not if the public key cryptosystem is secure.

In cryptography, the security of the system is based on some “hard” math-

ematical problem; and formal security is proved by pitting a challenger against a

fictitious adversary. The challenger sets out trying to solve a random instance of

some difficult mathematical problem, and cleverly uses the adversary to his ad-

vantage. By disguising the difficult mathematical problem as an instance of the

cryptographic code that the adversary is challenged to break, and using the adver-

sary’s solution to construct a solution for the problem he (the challenger) is trying to

solve, we can establish that breaking the cryptosystem is at least as hard as solving

the underlying math problem. By suitably selecting the math problem as something

we know to be suitably “hard”, like factoring large numbers, we obtain guarantees

for our cryptosystem that credit card holders can be at peace with.
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We first study the interesting cryptographic primitive of identity based en-

cryption. Identity based encryption (or IBE) is an interesting variant of public key

encryption, in which any arbitrary string (such as name or email address) can serve

as the public key. This is clearly of significant practical value- if you want to send

a private message to you friend or colleague, you can encrypt it using their name or

their email address! The idea of an identity based encryption system was Shamir’s,

and he presented it to the research community as a challenge in 1984. It was only

after several years (in 2001) that the first rigorous construction was proposed ([17]).

The notion of IBE can be extended to hierarchical IBE (HIBE) in which users are

part of a hierarchy which is modeled as a tree structure. The concept of HIBE is

natural, one can imagine the hierarchy in a work environment for example, where

the manager should be able to delegate duties among her assistants in a way that

each assistant only be able to read messages intended for him. The manager herself

though, should be able to read all messages of a certain class that are encrypted for

her assistants.

Many initial constructions for IBE assumed random oracles or mathematical

black boxes that provide perfectly random (but repeatable) responses to queries.

These constructions were based on the hardness of problems relating to bilinear

groups [17] or quadratic residues [33, 19]. Recently, constructions using hard prob-

lems in lattices were proposed [43]. In the standard model (or without random

oracles), constructions were based on bilinear maps [27, 13, 14, 70, 44, 71].

We provide the first constructions of IBE from lattices in the standard model

in [6] (also discovered independently by [30]). Subsequently, we improve the sys-
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tem by making it more efficient in [2]. Then we provide improvements to existing

algorithms for hierarchical IBE in [3].

Second, we study security from the information theoretic perspective. Infor-

mation theoretic secrecy was introduced by Shannon, and has since been studied

extensively. This is a significantly stronger notion of secrecy– in that a system

secure under this property cannot be broken even if the adversary has unlimited

computational power. Note that cryptography only enjoys computational security;

if the adversary had unbounded computational power, he could simply search over

the space of all secret keys till he hit upon the right one. However, computational

security is enough for many applications; for example, it is safe to assume that an

adversary will not spend 20 years trying to decrypt a credit card number. But for

certain applications, say military applications, stronger notions of security may be

required.

In addition, note that cryptography is security at the application layer. It

is immune to the channel of communication between the talking parties. It is easy

to imagine that the randomness of the channel can be exploited to enhance secrecy.

For example consider applications where the users are mobile, hence the channel

between them changes frequently. This changing channel can be exploited for secure

communication- as an example, the channel “state” which is sensed only by the two

talking parties may be used as a seed for a secret key. Another advantage of physical

layer security is that any communication channel adds noise to the message, and this

can be used to advantage. As an example, consider the setting in which it is known

that the eavesdropper’s channel is noisier than the legitimate receiver’s. Then, the
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codewords can be chosen to be spaced at a distance (from one another) that is far

enough that the legitimate channel’s noise does not perturb them beyond recovery,

but close enough that the eavesdropper channel’s greater noise does. These are

among the many examples where being aware of the physical layer helps to enhance

the potential for secret communication.

One such example that we study is the secrecy benefit of using lattice codes in

a certain channel model with an eavesdropper. We emphasize that the use of lattices

for code construction in this setting is completely different from the use of lattices

in cryptography. Here, lattice points are “codewords” that are communicated over

a channel, and the chosen lattice is often “tailored” to the channel between the

legitimate communicators so that the lattice point passing through the channel is

modified by the channel in a way that allows the legitimate receiver to decode it, but

not the eavesdropper. We draw attention to the fact that the asymmetry exploited

for secrecy in this setting is the asymmetry in the physical channels between the

sender, receiver, eavesdropper, not the knowledge of these channels. Thus, it is not

security by obscurity, the eavesdropper may be fully aware of the channel between

the sender and legitimate receiver but cannot use that knowledge.

Thirdly, we study security in the paradigm of network coding. Network coding

is a method that replaces store and forward routing with a technique that allows

routers to modify data in transit. Since its inception ten years ago, it has proved

useful in numerous ways- from helping achieve capacity to interesting applications

in distributed storage. Linear network coding, where routers create random linear

combinations of packets they receive, has proven to be sufficient for many interesting
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applications. The simplicity of linear coding makes network coding practical in

addition to its mathematical elegance, but networks deploying network coding suffer

from pollution attacks. Since routers can now mix data together, it is important that

errors or malicious transformations in packets be detected immediately, otherwise

the bad data gets mixed with all packets downstream quickly polluting the whole

network.

Signature schemes and hash functions mitigating pollution attacks for net-

works with a single sender have been studied. Signature schemes for this problem

tend to be slow and hashes do not provide authentication. We construct homo-

morphic message authentication codes which lie between signatures and hashes in

efficiency and functionality. Our homomorphic MACs are comparable to standard

MACs in terms of speed and have been deployed in certain testbeds for network

coding.

We also study the problem of secure network coding in networks that have

multiple sources. Here, packets are mixed across senders, and the network be-

comes vulnerable to insider attacks, where one sender may attempt to frame an-

other sender. We define a security model for this problem and provide a signature

construction that guarantees that bad packets will not traverse more than one hop

in the network- this “hop by hop containment” ensures that the network remains

clean. We establish a lower bound for the size of such a signature; our construction

meets the lower bound.

Lastly, we study how the framework of Compressive Sensing can be used to

establish secure physical layer communication over a channel with an eavesdropper.
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The area of Compressive Sensing, which attempts to find sparse solutions to under-

determined systems of linear equations, has existed for several decades, but has

exploded to the forefront of the research arena in recent years. With very beautiful

mathematics and amazingly diverse applications ranging from Data Mining to Com-

puter Vision to Digital Cameras to MR Imaging, Compressive Sensing is growing

leaps and bounds in importance everyday.

Compressive Sensing exhibits a natural asymmetry in message recovery:

given a sparse reconstruction vector, and a design matrix that satisfies certain

properties, message (or signal) reconstruction is possible efficiently, otherwise re-

construction is hard. We asked the natural question of whether this asymmetry can

be exploited to provide benefits in secrecy, and answered it in the affirmative. We

show that Compressive Sensing can be used to exploit channel assymetry between

the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper, so that a message, encoded as a sparse

vector, is efficiently recoverable with high probability at the legitimate receiver while

being infeasible (via information theoretic analysis) to recover at the eavesdropper.

1.2 Organization

This thesis is divided into four main topics namely (i) IBE Constructions

from Lattices, (ii) Secrecy Benefits from Lattices in Communication (iii) Secure

Network Coding and (iv) Secrecy from Compressive Sensing that are discussed

respectively in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. We conclude in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

IBE Constructions from Lattices

2.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the construction of Identity Based Encryption schemes,

whose security relies on the hardness of certain lattice problems. In a seminal work,

Ajtai [9] showed a surprising connection between average case and worst case hard-

ness of certain lattice problems, sparking great interest in lattice based cryptography.

Informally, one can construct a lattice based cryptosystem such that breaking it in

the average case implies solving a worst case instance of the underlying lattice prob-

lem. Due to these strong security guarantees, efficiency and (thus far) resistance to

quantum attacks, lattice based cryptography has become very popular.

Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) provides a public-key encryption mecha-

nism where a public key is an arbitrary string such as an email address or a tele-

phone number. The corresponding private key can only be generated by a Private-

Key Generator (PKG) who has knowledge of a master secret. Hierarchical identity

based encryption (HIBE) is an extension of the IBE, where entities are arranged in

a directed tree [51, 46]. Each entity in the tree is provided with a secret key from

its parent and can delegate this secret key to its children so that a child entity can

decrypt messages intended for it, or for its children, but cannot decrypt messages
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intended for any other nodes in the tree. This delegation process is one-way: a child

node cannot use its secret key to recover the key of its parent or its siblings.

In our work, we will provide constructions of IBE and HIBE systems from

lattice problems. This chapter will outline three results: I) We provide the first

construction (independently discovered by [30]) for a lattice based IBE without

random oracles [6], II) Next, we improve this construction to make it more efficient

[2], and III) We construct a new basis delegation mechanism that yield more efficient

(in some scenarios) HIBE systems [3].

2.1.1 IBE

Prior Results: The first practical implementation of IBE was proposed by Boneh

and Franklin [17], and was based on the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem.

Cocks [33] described a construction using quadratic residues modulo a composite (see

also [19]) and Gentry et al. [43] gave a construction using lattices. The security of all

these systems requires cryptographic hash functions that are modeled as random

oracles.

For pairing-based systems, the structure of pairing groups enabled several

secure IBE systems in the standard model [27, 13, 14, 70, 44, 71], i.e. without

random oracles. For system based on quadratic residuosity, building a secure IBE

in the standard model remains an open question.

Analogous to IBE, the first HIBE constructions also used bilinear maps [46,

13, 21, 15, 45, 72]. However, in recent work, hard lattice problems have been used

to construct secure HIBE systems in the standard model [30]. In our work we will

9



extend these results.

2.1.2 Formal Definition and Security Model:

An Identity-Based Encryption system (IBE) consists of four algorithms [63,

17]: Setup, Extract, Encrypt, Decrypt. The Setup algorithm generates system param-

eters, denoted by PP, and a master key MK. The Extract algorithm uses the master

key to extract a private key corresponding to a given identity. The encryption al-

gorithm encrypts messages for a given identity (using the system parameters) and

the decryption algorithm decrypts ciphertexts using the private key.

In a Hierarchical IBE [51, 46], identities are vectors, and there is a fifth

algorithm called Derive. A vector of dimension ` represents an identity at depth `.

Algorithm Derive takes as input an identity id = (I1, . . . , I`) at depth ` and the

private key SKid|`−1 of the parent identity id|`−1 = (I1, . . . , I`−1) at depth ` − 1 ≥ 0.

It outputs the private key SKid for identity id.

Security: Intuition. A common notion in proving security of a cryptosystem

is the notion of ciphertext indistinguishability, and this is the notion we will use

to prove security of our constructions. This roughly requires that given any two

messages, and a ciphertext that is an encryption of one of the two messages, it is in-

feasible to determine (with noticeable advantage over a random guess) which of the

two messages was encrypted. The notion of security is formalized by playing a game

between a challenger (also referred to as simulator) and an adversary. Broadly, the

game proceeds as follows. The simulator runs the setup algorithm and sends the
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system parameters to the adversary. It keeps the master secret to itself. The ad-

versary asks the simulator for private keys corresponding to identities of her choice,

which the simulator provides (this corresponds to the real world situation where an

attacker may already possess private keys corresponding to some identities, and may

desire to attack another identity). Then the adversary sends the simulator two equal

length messages. The simulator chooses one at random and sends the ciphertext

corresponding to that message to the adversary. The adversary has to guess which

of the two messages the ciphertext corresponds to. The adversary wins the game if

she can guess with noticeably better than random probability.

Security: Formal Definition The standard IBE security model of [17] de-

fines the indistinguishability of ciphertexts under an adaptive chosen-ciphertext and

chosen-identity attack (IND-ID-CCA2). A weaker notion of IBE security given by

Canetti, Halevi, and Katz [27] forces the adversary to announce ahead of time the

public key it will target, which is known as a selective-identity attack (IND-sID-CCA2).

As with regular public-key encryption, we can deny the adversary the ability

to ask decryption queries (for the target identity), which leads to the weaker no-

tions of indistinguishability of ciphertexts under an adaptive chosen-identity chosen-

plaintext attack (IND-ID-CPA) and under a selective-identity chosen-plaintext attack

(IND-sID-CPA) respectively.

We define IBE and HIBE selective security using a game that captures a

strong privacy property called indistinguishable from random which means that the

challenge ciphertext is indistinguishable from a random element in the ciphertext
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space. This property implies both semantic security and recipient anonymity, and

also implies that the ciphertext hides the public parameters (PP) used to create it.

For a security parameter λ, we let Mλ denote the message space and let Cλ denote

the ciphertext space. The game, for a hierarchy of maximum depth d, proceeds as

follows.

Init: The adversary is given the maximum depth of the hierarchy d and out-

puts a target identity id∗ = (I∗1, . . . , I
∗
k), k ≤ d.

Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1λ, 1d) (where d = 1 for IBE) and gives the

adversary the resulting system parameters PP. It keeps the master key

MK to itself.

Phase 1: The adversary issues queries q1, . . . , qm where the i-th query qi is a

query on idi, where idi = (I1, . . . , Iu) for some u ≤ d. We require that idi

is not a prefix of id∗, (i.e., it is not the case that u ≤ k and Ii = I∗i for all

i = 1, . . . , u). The challenger responds by running algorithm Extract to

obtain a private key di for the public key idi. It sends di to the adversary.

All queries may be made adaptively, that is, the adversary may ask qi

with knowledge of the challenger’s responses to q1, . . . , qi−1.

Challenge: Once the adversary decides that Phase 1 is over it outputs a

plaintext M ∈ Mλ on which it wishes to be challenged. The challenger

picks a random bit r ∈ {0, 1} and a random ciphertext C ∈ Cλ. If r = 0

it sets the challenge ciphertext to C∗ := Encrypt(PP, id∗,M). If r = 1 it

sets the challenge ciphertext to C∗ := C. It sends C∗ as the challenge to

12



the adversary.

Phase 2: The adversary issues additional adaptive queries qm+1, . . . , qn where

qi is a private-key extraction query on idi, where idi is not a prefix of id∗.

The challenger responds as in Phase 1.

Guess: Finally, the adversary outputs a guess r′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins if r = r′.

We refer to such an adversary A as an INDr–sID-CPA adversary. We define the

advantage of the adversary A in attacking an IBE or HIBE scheme E as

Advd,E,A(λ) =
∣∣Pr[r = r′]− 1/2

∣∣
The probability is over the random bits used by the challenger and the adversary.

Definition 1. We say that an IBE or a depth d HIBE system E is selective-identity,

indistinguishable from random if for all INDr–sID-CPA PPT adversaries A we have

that Advd,E,A(λ) is a negligible function. We abbreviate this by saying that E is

INDr–sID-CPA secure for depth d.

Finally, we define the adaptive-identity counterparts to the above notions

by removing the Init phase from the attack game, and allowing the adversary to

wait until the Challenge phase to announce the identity id∗ it wishes to attack.

The adversary is allowed to make arbitrary private-key queries in Phase 1 and then

choose an arbitrary target id∗. The only restriction is that he did not issue a private-

key query for id∗ or a prefix of id∗ during phase 1. The resulting security notion is

defined using the modified game as in Definition 1, and is denoted INDr–ID-CPA.
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2.2 Overview of Results:

Lattice based IBE was first constructed in the random oracle model in [43].

In the standard model, we (and independently, [30]) provide the first construction.

These constructions view an identity as a sequence of bits and then construct an

“encryption matrix” by assigning a fresh matrix to each bit, and then appending

these matrices. The resulting systems, while quite elegant, are considerably less

efficient than the underlying random-oracle system of [43] on which they are built.

In a follow-up work [2], we construct a lattice-based IBE in the standard

model whose performance is comparable to the performance of the random-oracle

system from [43]. In particular, we process identities as one chunk rather than

bit-by-bit resulting in lattices whose dimension is similar to those in the random

oracle system. This construction also gives an efficient chosen ciphertext secure

lattice-based public-key encryption (PKE) system via a generic selective-IBE to

CCA-PKE transformation [26, 20, 16].

A lattice based HIBE was first discovered in [30] with an elegant (but rather

inefficient) basis delegation mechanism. The secret key in these lattice-based con-

structions is a “short” basis B of a certain integer lattice L. To delegate the key to

a child the parent creates a new lattice L′ derived from L and uses B to generate a

random short basis for this lattice L′. Unfortunately, in all known constructions the

dimension of the child lattice L′ is larger than the dimension of the parent lattice L.

As a result, private keys and ciphertexts become longer and longer as one descends

into the hierarchy.
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In [3], we first propose a new delegation mechanism that operates “in place”,

i.e., without increasing the dimension of the lattices involved. We then use this

delegation mechanism to construct two HIBE systems where the lattices used have

the same dimension for all nodes in the hierarchy. Consequently, private keys and

ciphertexts in these systems are the same length for all nodes in the hierarchy and are

much shorter than in previous lattice-based HIBE systems. Our first construction,

provides full HIBE security in the random oracle model. Our second construction

provides selective security in the standard model.

To summarize, we provide the following constructions:

1. Lattice Based IBE without Random Oracles [6] (independently discovered in

[30]).

2. Efficient lattice based IBE without Random Oracles [2].

3. Better Basis Delegation and shorter ciphertext HIBE [3].

Before we describe the constructions, it will be helpful to review the required

mathematical background.

2.3 Mathematical Preliminaries:

In this section we will review the mathematical background required for our

constructions.
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2.3.1 Statistical Distance

Let X and Y be two random variables taking values in some finite set Ω.

Define the statistical distance, denoted ∆(X;Y ), as

∆(X;Y ) :=
1

2

∑
s∈Ω

∣∣Pr[X = s]− Pr[Y = s]
∣∣

We say that X is δ-uniform over Ω if ∆(X;UΩ) ≤ δ where UΩ is a uniform random

variable over Ω.

Let X(λ) and Y (λ) be ensembles of random variables. We say that X and

Y are statistically close if d(λ) := ∆(X(λ);Y (λ)) is a negligible function of λ.

2.3.2 Integer Lattices

We will be using integer lattices, namely discrete subgroups of Zm. The

specific lattices we use contain qZm as a sub-lattice for some prime q that is much

smaller than the determinant of the lattice.

Definition 2. For q prime, A ∈ Zn×m
q and u ∈ Zn

q , define:

Λq(A) :=
{
e ∈ Zm s.t. ∃s ∈ Zn

q where A> s = e (mod q)
}

Λ⊥q (A) :=
{
e ∈ Zm s.t. Ae = 0 (mod q)

}
Λu
q (A) :=

{
e ∈ Zm s.t. Ae = u (mod q)

}
Observe that if t ∈ Λu

q (A) then Λu
q (A) = Λ⊥q (A) + t and hence Λu

q (A) is a shift of

Λ⊥q (A) .
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2.3.3 The Gram-Schmidt Norm of a Basis

Let S be a set of vectors S = {s1, . . . , sk} in Rm. We use the following

notation:

• ‖S‖ denotes the L2 length of the longest vector in S, i.e. ‖S‖ := maxi ‖si‖ for

1 ≤ i ≤ k.

• S̃ := {s̃1, . . . , s̃k} ⊂ Rm denotes the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the

vectors s1, . . . , sk taken in that order.

We refer to ‖S̃‖ as the Gram-Schmidt norm of S.

Micciancio and Goldwassser [56] showed that a full-rank set S in a lattice Λ can be

converted into a basis T for Λ with an equally low Gram-Schmidt norm.

Lemma 3 ([56, Lemma 7.1]). Let Λ be an m-dimensional lattice. There is a deter-

ministic polynomial-time algorithm that, given an arbitrary basis of Λ and a full-rank

set S = {s1, . . . , sm} in Λ, returns a basis T of Λ satisfying

‖T̃‖ ≤ ‖S̃‖ and ‖T‖ ≤ ‖S‖
√
m/2

Ajtai [9] showed how to sample an essentially uniform matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q

with an associated basis SA of Λ⊥q (A) with low Gram-Schmidt norm. We use an

improved sampling algorithm from Alwen and Peikert [11]. The following follows

from Theorem 3.2 of [11] taking δ := 1/3.
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Theorem 4. Let q ≥ 3 be odd and m := d6n log qe.

There is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm TrapGen(q, n) that outputs a pair

(A ∈ Zn×m
q , S ∈ Zm×m) such that A is statistically close to a uniform matrix in

Zn×m
q and S is a basis for Λ⊥q (A) satisfying

‖S̃‖ ≤ O(
√
n log q ) and ‖S‖ ≤ O(n log q)

with all but negligible probability in n.

Notation: We let σTG := O(
√
n log q ) denote the maximum (w.h.p) Gram-Schmidt

norm of a basis produced by TrapGen(q, n). We will also need the following simple

lemma about the effect of matrix multiplication on the Gram-Schmidt norm.

Lemma 5. Let R be a matrix in R`×m and S = {s1, . . . , sk} ⊂ Rm a linearly

independent set. Let SR := {Rs1, . . . , Rsk}. Then

‖S̃R‖ ≤ max
1≤i≤k

‖Rs̃i‖

2.3.4 Discrete Gaussians

Let L be a subset of Zm. For any vector c ∈ Rm and any positive parameter

σ ∈ R>0, define:

ρσ,c(x) = exp
(
−π ‖x−c‖

2

σ2

)
: a Gaussian-shaped function on Rm with center c and

parameter σ,

ρσ,c(L) =
∑

x∈L ρσ,c(x) : the (always converging) sum of ρσ,c over L,
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DL,σ,c : the discrete Gaussian distribution over L with parameters σ and c,

∀y ∈ L , DL,σ,c(y) =
ρσ,c(y)

ρσ,c(L)

We abbreviate ρσ,0 and DL,σ,0 as ρσ and DL,σ. We write ρ to denote ρ1. The

distribution DL,σ,c will most often be defined over the lattice L = Λ⊥q (A) for a

matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q or over a coset L = t+ Λ⊥q (A) where t ∈ Zm.

Properties. The following lemma from [30] captures standard properties of these

distributions.

Lemma 6. [57, 61, 43] Let q ≥ 2 and let A be a matrix in Zn×m
q with m > n. Let

TA be a basis for Λ⊥q (A) and σ ≥ ‖T̃A‖ω(
√

logm ). Then for c ∈ Rm and u ∈ Zn
q :

1. Pr
[
x ∼ DΛuq (A),σ : ‖x‖ >

√
mσ

]
≤ negl(n).

2. A set of O(m logm) samples from DΛ⊥q (A),σ contains a full rank set in Zm,

except with negligible probability.

3. There is a PPT algorithm SampleGaussian(A, TA, σ, c) that returns x ∈ Λ⊥q (A)

drawn from a distribution statistically close to DΛ⊥q (A),σ,c.

4. There is a PPT algorithm SamplePre(A, TA, u, σ) that returns x ∈ Λu
q (A) sam-

pled from a distribution statistically close to DΛuq (A),σ, whenever Λu
q (A)is not

empty.
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2.3.5 The LWE Hardness Assumption

Security of all our constructions reduces to the LWE (learning with errors)

problem, a classic hard problem on lattices defined by Regev [61].

Definition 7. Consider a prime q, a positive integer n, and a distribution χ over Zq,

all public. An (Zq, n, χ)-LWE problem instance consists of access to an unspecified

challenge oracle O, being, either, a noisy pseudo-random sampler Os carrying some

constant random secret key s ∈ Zn
q , or, a truly random sampler O$, whose behaviors

are respectively as follows:

Os: outputs samples of the form (ui, vi) =
(
ui, u

T
i s+xi

)
∈ Zn

q ×Zq, where, s ∈ Zn
q

is a uniformly distributed persistent value invariant across invocations, xi ∈ Zq

is a fresh sample from χ, and ui is uniform in Zn
q .

O$: outputs truly uniform random samples from Zn
q × Zq.

The (Zq, n, χ)-LWE problem allows repeated queries to the challenge oracle O. We

say that an algorithm A decides the (Zq, n, χ)-LWE problem if

LWE-adv[A] :=
∣∣Pr[AOs = 1]− Pr[AO$ = 1]

∣∣
is non-negligible for a random s ∈ Zn

q .

Regev [61] shows that for certain noise distributions χ, denoted Ψα, the LWE

problem is as hard as the worst-case SIVP and GapSVP under a quantum reduction

(see also [60]).
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Definition 8. Consider a real parameter α = α(n) ∈ (0, 1) and a prime q. Denote

by T = R/Z the group of reals [0, 1) with addition modulo 1. Denote by Ψα the

distribution over T of a normal variable with mean 0 and standard deviation α/
√

2π

then reduced modulo 1. Denote by bxe = bx + 1
2
c the nearest integer to the real

x ∈ R. We denote by Ψα the discrete distribution over Zq of the random variable

bq Xe mod q where the random variable X ∈ T has distribution Ψα.

Theorem 9 ([61]). If there exists an efficient, possibly quantum, algorithm for

deciding the (Zq, n,Ψα)-LWE problem for q > 2
√
n/α then there exists an efficient

quantum algorithm for approximating the SIVP and GapSVP problems, to within

Õ(n/α) factors in the `2 norm, in the worst case.

If we assume the hardness of approximating the SIVP or GapSVP problems in

lattices of dimension n to within approximation factors that are polynomial in n,

then it follows from Lemma 9 that deciding the LWE problem is hard when n/α is

polynomial in n. The following lemma about the distribution Ψα will be needed to

show that decryption works correctly. The proof is implicit in [43, Lemma 8.2].

Lemma 10. Let e be some vector in Zm and let y
R← Ψ

m

α . Then the quantity |e>y|

treated as an integer in [0, q − 1] satisfies

|e>y| ≤ ‖e‖ qα ω(
√

logm ) + ‖e‖
√
m/2

with all but negligible probability in m.

As a special case, Lemma 10 shows that if x
R← Ψα is treated as an integer

in [0, q − 1] then |x| < qαω(
√

logm) + 1/2 with all but negligible probability in m.
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Next, we will state some lemmata related to randomness extraction that we

will need in our constructions.

2.4 The left over hash lemma and generalizations

Our constructions will need variants of the leftover hash lemma which we

will state here.

Let X be a random variable taking values in some set Ω. Recall that the

guessing probability of X is defined as γ(X) := maxx∈Ω Pr[X = x]. Also, recall that

a family of hash functions H = {h : Ω → T}h∈H is universal if for all x1 6= x2 ∈ Ω

we have that Prh∈H[h(x1) = h(x2)] = 1/|T |. Let UT denote a uniform independent

random variable in T . The “classic” left-over-hash-lemma states that when h is

uniform in H and independent of X, the distribution (h, h(X)) is statistically close

to (h, UT ), assuming the random variable X has sufficient min-entropy [50] (see

also [64, Theorem 8.37]).

Lemma 11 (left-over hash lemma). Let H = {h : Ω → T}h∈H be a universal hash

family and let h be a uniform random variable in H. Let X be a random variable

independent of h and taking values in Ω. Then (h, h(X)) is δ-uniform over H × T

for

δ ≤ 1

2

√
γ(X) |T | .

We also state a version of the left-over-hash lemma that deals with the case

when more information about the variable X is output. For a random variable X
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and a random variable W defined over Ωw recall that1

EW [γ(X|W )] :=
∑
w∈Ωw

Pr[W = w]γ(X|W = w) (2.1)

This quantity is called the conditional guessing probability of X with respect to W .

The following lemma is a slight generalization of Lemma 2.4 from [36].

Lemma 12. Let H = {h : Ω→ T}h∈H be a universal hash family. Let X and W be

random variables where X takes values in Ω. Let h be a uniform random variable

in H independent of X and W . Suppose that

EW
[
γ(X|W )

]
≤ δ

and let U be an independent uniform random variable in T . Then

∆(h, h(X),W ; h, U,W ) ≤ 1

2

√
δ · |T |

We will need a generalization of Lemma 11 for the case when the same hash

function h is applied to multiple correlated random variables X1, . . . , Xm. The

lemma holds as long as the guessing probability of each variable conditioned on the

rest is sufficiently small.

Lemma 13. Let H = {h : Ω→ T}h∈H be a universal hash family. Let X1, . . . , Xm

be random variables taking values in Ω. Let h be a uniform random variable in H

independent of (X1, . . . , Xm). Suppose that

EXi+1,...,Xm

[
γ
(
Xi | (Xi+1, . . . , Xm)

)]
≤ δ for all i = 1, . . . ,m.

Then
(
h, h(X1), . . . , h(Xm)

)
is δ′-uniform over H × Tm for δ′ ≤ 1

2
m
√
δ · |T |.

1 More precisely, the sum in (2.1) is over w ∈ Ωw where Pr[W = w] 6= 0.
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We will apply Lemma 13 to a classic universal hash family described in the following

lemma.

Lemma 14. Let q be a prime and n,m positive integers with m > n. For a matrix

A ∈ Zn×m
q let hA : Zm

q → Zn
q be the function hA(v) = Av. Then H := {hA : A ∈

Zn×m
q } is universal.

The next corollary is the one we actually use. We let (Zn×m
q )∗ denote the set

of rank n matrices in Zn×m
q .

Corollary 15. Let q be a prime and n,m integers with m > n. Let R = [r1| . . . |rm]

be a random variable taking values in Zm×m
q where r1, . . . , rm ∈ Zm

q are the columns

of R. Suppose that

Eri+1,...,rm

[
γ
(
ri | (ri+1, . . . , rm)

)]
≤ δ for all i = 1, . . . ,m. (2.2)

Let B′ be a uniform matrix in (Zn×m
q )∗ independent of R. Then the random variable

(B′, B′R) is δ′-uniform over [(Zn×m
q )∗]2 for δ′ ≤ 1

2
m
√
δ qn + 3qn−m.

The proofs of all the above claims can be found in the full version of [3].

2.4.1 The Norm of a Random Matrix

Recall that the norm of a matrixR ∈ Rk×m is defined as ‖R‖ := sup‖u‖=1 ‖Ru‖.

We will need the following lemma from Litvak et al. [10] to bound the norm of a

random matrix in {−1, 1}m×m. A similar lemma appears in [11, Lemma 2.2].
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Lemma 16. Let R be an m×m matrix chosen at random from {−1, 1}m×m. Then

for all vectors u ∈ Rm we have

Pr
[
‖R‖ > C

√
m
]
< e−m

for some universal constant C (taking C = 16 is sufficient).

2.5 A word about our IBE Constructions

All of our IBE constructions are based on a variant of the Regev encryption

system (called Dual Regev), as outlined in [43]. The main challenge in constructing

an IBE from a PKE system is the construction of the Extract algorithm. However,

the encryption and decryption procedure in all our IBE onstructions are the same

as in Regev’s dual system, and it may be helpful to consider dual-Regev as a black-

box for our constructions. For that purpose, we outline the dual-Regev encryption

system here.

Setup(λ): On input a security parameter λ, do:

1. Use algorithm TrapGen(q, n) to select a uniformly random n×m-matrix

A ∈ Zn×m
q with a basis TA for Λ⊥q (A).

2. Select a uniformly random n-vector u
R← Zn

q .

3. Use the trapdoor TA to sample a short gaussian vector e from Λu
q (A)

using algorithm SamplePre.

4. Output public key PK= (A, u) and private key SK = e.
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Encrypt(PP,PK, b): On input public parameters PP, public key PK, and a message

b ∈ {0, 1}, do:

1. Choose a uniformly random s
R← Zn

q

2. Choose noise vectors x
Ψ̄α←− Zq and z

Ψ̄α←− Zm
q (the distribution Ψ̄α is as

in Definition 8),

3. Set c0 := u> s+ x+ b b q
2
c ∈ Zq , and c1 := A> s+ z ∈ Zm

q

4. Output the ciphertext CT := (c0, c1) ∈ Zq × Zm
q .

We may refer to A as the encryption matrix.

Decrypt(PP, SK,CT): On input public parameters PP, a private key SK := (e), and

a ciphertext CT = (c0, c1), do:

1. Compute w := c0 − e> c1 ∈ Zq.

2. Compare w and b q
2
c treating them as integers in Z. If they are close, i.e.,

if
∣∣∣w − b q2c∣∣∣ < b q4c in Z, output 1, otherwise output 0.

For details about the proof of security of the above system, we refer the reader

to [61]. For our purpose, we wish to point out that all the IBE constructions we

outline will follow the same encryption and decryption procedure as above, except

that the encryption matrix A used in Encrypt above will be replaced by a matrix Fid

that depends on the identity of the user (since the public key is now an arbitrary

string or identity).
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2.6 Construction 1: IBE without Random Oracles

In this section, we present the first lattice based IBE construction in the

standard model. Our construction is anonymous, which means that the ciphertext

does not reveal the recipient’s identity. Anonymous IBE is very useful, for example,

in searching encrypted data. We note that this IBE (independently discovered by

[30]) can also be extended to a hierarchical IBE by methods described in [30].

This construction assumes that the identities id are arbitrary binary strings

id ∈ {0, 1}k for some k = Θ(λ), where λ is the security parameter.

The construction is as follows:

Setup(λ): On input a security parameter λ, do:

1. Use algorithm TrapGen(q, n) to select a uniformly random n×m-matrix

A ∈ Zn×m
q with a basis TA for Λ⊥q (A).

2. Select a uniformly random n-vector u
R← Zn

q .

3. For each i = 1, . . . , k and each b = 0, 1, choose a uniformly random

matrix Hi,b ∈ Zn×m
q . Let H = {(i, b,Hi,b) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 ≤ b ≤ 1} denote

the ordered set of all the Hi,b.

4. Output the public parameters and master key,

PP =
(
A, u,H

)
; MK =

(
TA

)
Extract(PP,MK, id): On input public parameters PP, a master key MK, and an

identity id ∈ {0, 1}k, do:
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1. For each i = 1, . . . , k, let bi be the ith bit of identity id. Assemble the

n×m(k + 1) encryption matrix Fid = [A|H1,b1|H2,b2| . . . |Hk,bk ].

2. Construct a short basis TFid
for the encryption matrix Fid using the master

key, i.e. the short basis for A. To do this, use the SampleZ algorithm [43]

to pick short integer vectors f1, . . . , fk. Next, use the SamplePre algorithm

to pick a short integer vector f0 such that Af0 +
∑k

i=1 Hi,bifi = 0 mod q.

Then the vector [−f0|f1| . . . |fk] ∈ Λ⊥q (Fid). Repeat the process until a

full rank set is obtained and then apply lemma 3 to convert it to a basis

for Fid.

3. Use the basis TFid
to sample a short vector eid ∈ Λu

q (Fid).

4. Output the private key (eid).

Encrypt(PP, id, b): On input public parameters PP, an identity id, and a message

b ∈ {0, 1}, do:

1. Construct the encryption matrix as Fid := [A|H1,b1|H2,b2| . . . |Hk,bk ].

2. Choose a uniformly random s
R← Zn

q

3. Choose noise vectors x
Ψ̄α←− Zq and z

Ψ̄α←− Z(k+1)m
q (the distribution Ψ̄α

is as in Definition 8),

4. Set c0 := u> s+ x+ b b q
2
c ∈ Zq , and c1 := F>id s+ z ∈ Z(k+1)m

q

5. Output the ciphertext CT := (c0, c1) ∈ Zq × Z(k+1)m
q .

Decrypt(PP, SKid,CT): On input public parameters PP, a private key SKid := (eid),

and a ciphertext CT = (c0, c1), do:
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1. Compute w := c0 − e>id c1 ∈ Zq.

2. Compare w and b q
2
c treating them as integers in Z. If they are close, i.e.,

if
∣∣∣w − b q2c∣∣∣ < b q4c in Z, output 1, otherwise output 0.

The correctness and proof of security can be found in [6].

Note that in this construction, there is one encryption matrix for every bit

of the identity; thus the identity is processed “bit by bit”. In our next construction,

we will prove that this is wasteful, and there are significant efficiency gains to be

had by processing the identity “all at once”.

2.7 Construction 2: Efficient IBE

In this section, we construct an efficient version of the above IBE, as described

in [2]. As noted above, in the previous construction, we require one matrix for every

bit of the identity. Here, we construct a lattice-based IBE in the standard model

such that identities are processed as one chunk rather than bit-by-bit resulting in

lattices whose dimension is similar to those in the random oracle system of [43].

The key step in the construction is a family of lattices for which there are two

distinct trapdoors for finding short vectors. One trapdoor enables the real system

to generate short vectors in all lattices in the family. The other trapdoor enables

the simulator to generate short vectors for all lattices in the family except for one.

We extend this basic technique to an adaptively-secure IBE and a Hierarchical IBE

(the HIBE uses the basis delegation method of [30]).

Lattices in our system are built from two parts called “right” and “left” lat-
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tices. A trapdoor for the left lattice is used as the master secret in the real system

and enables one to generate private keys for all identities. A trapdoor for the right

lattice is only used in the proof of selective security and enables the simulator to

generate private keys for all identities except for one. We use a low norm randomiza-

tion matrix R to ensure that an attacker cannot distinguish between the real world

and a simulation.

2.7.1 Intuition

The public parameters in our system consist of three random n×m matrices

over Zq denoted by A0, A1 and B as well as a vector u ∈ Zn
q . The master secret is a

trapdoor TA0 (i.e. a basis with a low Gram-Schmidt norm) for the lattice Λ⊥q (A0).

Identities are elements in Zn
q ; note that the space of identities can be ex-

panded to {0, 1}∗ by hashing identities into Zn
q using a collision resistant hash. We

will also use a function H : Zn
q → Zn×n

q such that H(id1) − H(id2) is always full

rank; such an H is explicitly constructed in the paper [2].

In our system, the secret key for an identity id is a short vector e ∈ Z2m

satisfying Fid · e = u in Zq where

Fid := (A0 | A1 +H(id)B) ∈ Zn×2m
q

The vector e is generated using algorithm SampleLeft and the trapdoor TA0 .

In a selective IBE security game the attacker announces an identity id∗ that

it plans to attack. We need a simulator that can respond to private key queries for

id 6= id∗, but knows nothing about the private key for id∗. We do so by choosing the
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public parameters A0 and B at random as before, but choosing A1 as

A1 := A0R−H(id∗)B

where R is a random matrix in {1,−1}m×m. We show that A0R is uniform and

independent in Zn×m
q so that A1 is distributed as required. We provide the simulator

with a trapdoor TB for Λ⊥q (B), but no trapdoor for Λ⊥q (A0).

Now, to respond to a private key query for an identity id, the simulator must

produce a short vector e satisfying Fid · e = u in Zq where

Fid :=
(
A0 | A0 ·R +B′

)
∈ Zn×2m

q and B′ :=
(
H(id)−H(id∗)

)
·B .

When id 6= id∗ we know that H(id)−H(id∗) is full rank by construction and therefore

TB is also a trapdoor for the lattice Λ⊥q (B′). The simulator can now generate e using

algorithm SampleRight and the basis TB.

When id = id∗ the matrix Fid no longer depends on B and the simulator’s trapdoor

disappears. Consequently, the simulator can generate private keys for all identities

other than id∗. Hence, for id∗ the simulator can produce a challenge ciphertext which

it cannot itself decrypt and the adversary’s decryption for this ciphertext helps it

solve the given LWE challenge.

2.7.2 Sampling Algorithms

As discussed above, A and B are matrices in Zn×m
q and R is a matrix in

{−1, 1}m×m. Our construction makes use of matrices of the form F = (A | AR+B) ∈

Zn×2m
q and we will need to sample short vectors in Λu

q (F ) for some u in Zn
q . We
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show that this can be done using either a trapdoor for Λ⊥q (A) or a trapdoor Λ⊥q (B).

More precisely, we define two algorithms:

1. SampleLeft takes a basis for Λ⊥q (A) (the left side of F ) and outputs a short

vector e ∈ Λu
q (F ).

2. SampleRight takes a basis for Λ⊥q (B) (the right side of F ) and outputs a short

vector e ∈ Λu
q (F ).

We show that, with appropriate parameters, the distributions on e produced by

these two algorithms are statistically indistinguishable.

2.7.2.1 Algorithm SampleLeft

Algorithm SampleLeft(A,M1, TA, u, σ):

Inputs:
a rank n matrix A in Zn×m

q and a matrix M1 in Zn×m1
q ,

a “short” basis TA of Λ⊥q (A) and a vector u ∈ Zn
q ,

a Gaussian parameter σ > ‖T̃A‖ · ω(
√

log(m+m1)).
(2.3)

Output: Let F1 := (A | M1). The algorithm outputs a vector e ∈ Zm+m1 sampled

from a distribution statistically close to DΛuq (F1),σ. In particular, e ∈ Λu
q (F1). The

algorithm appears in Theorem 3.4 in [30]. For completeness, we briefly review the

algorithm.

1. sample a random vector e2 ∈ Zm1 distributed statistically close to DZm1 ,σ,

2. run e1
R← SamplePre(A, TA, y, σ) where y = u− (M1 · e2) ∈ Zn

q ,

note that Λy
q(A) is not empty since A is rank n,
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3. output e := (e1, e2) ∈ Zm+m1

Clearly (A |M1) · e = u mod q and hence e ∈ Λu
q (F1). Theorem 3.4 in [30] shows

that the vector e is sampled from a distribution statistically close to DΛuq (F1),σ.

For more details, we refer the reader to [2]. The following theorem summa-

rizes the parameters, input and output of the algorithm:

Theorem 17. Let q > 2, m > n and σ > ‖T̃A‖ · ω(
√

log(m+m1)). Then

SampleLeft(A,M1, TA, u, σ) taking inputs as in (2.3), outputs a vector e ∈ Zm+m1

distributed statistically close to DΛuq (F1),σ where F1 := (A | M1).

2.7.2.2 Algorithm SampleRight

Algorithm SampleRight(A,B,R, TB, u, σ).

Inputs:
matrices A in Zn×k

q and B in Zn×m
q where B is rank n,

a matrix R ∈ Zk×m, let sR := ‖R‖ = sup‖x‖=1 ‖Rx‖,
a basis TB of Λ⊥q (B) and a vector u ∈ Zn

q ,

a parameter σ > ‖T̃B‖ · sR ω(
√

logm).

Often the matrix R given to the algorithm as input will be a a random
matrix in {1,−1}m×m.

(2.4)

Output: Let F2 := (A | AR+B). The algorithm outputs a vector e ∈ Zm+k sampled

from a distribution statistically close to DΛuq (F2),σ. In particular, e ∈ Λu
q (F2).

The algorithm uses the basis growth method from [30, Sec. 3.3] and works in three

steps:
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1. First, it constructs a set TF2 of (m+k) linearly independent vectors in Λ⊥q (F2)

such that

‖T̃F2‖ < ‖T̃B‖ (sR + 1)
(
< σ/ω(

√
logm)

)
2. Next, if needed it uses Lemma 3 to convert TF2 into a basis T ′F2

of Λ⊥q (F2) with

the same Gram-Schmidt norm as TF2 .

3. Finally, it invokes SamplePre(F2, T
′
F2
, u, σ) to generate a vector e ∈ Λu

q (F2).

Since σ > ‖T̃F2‖ω(
√

logm) this e is distributed close to DΛuq (F2),σ, as required.

The shifted lattice Λu
q (F2) used in step 3 is not empty. To see why, choose an

arbitrary x ∈ Zm satisfying Bx = u mod q and observe that (−Rx |x) ∈ Zm+k is

in Λu
q (F2). This x must exist since B is rank n. Thus, Λu

q (F2) is not empty and

therefore e is distributed close to DΛuq (F2),σ as stated.

Step 1 is the only step that needs explaining. Let TB = {b1, . . . , bm} ∈ Zm×m

be the given basis of Λ⊥q (B). We construct (m + k) linearly independent vectors

t1, . . . , tm+k in Λ⊥q (F2) as follows:

1. for i = 1, . . . ,m set ti := (−Rbi | bi) ∈ Zm+k and view it as a column vector;

then clearly F2 · ti = B bi = 0 mod q and therefore ti is in Λ⊥q (F2).

2. for i = 1, . . . , k let wi be the i-th column of the identity matrix Ik. Let ui be

an arbitrary vector in Zm satisfying Awi+Bui = 0 mod q. This ui exists since

B is rank n. Set ti+m to be

ti+m :=

[
wi −Rui

ui

]
∈ Zm+k
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Then F2 · ti+m = Awi +Bui = 0 mod q and hence, ti+m ∈ Λ⊥q (F2).

Lemma 18. The vectors TF2
:= {t1, . . . , tm+k} are linearly independent in Zm+k

and

satisfy ‖T̃F2‖ ≤ ‖T̃B‖ · (sR + 1).

Thus, we built m + k linearly independent vectors in Λ⊥q (F2) that have a

short Gram-Schmidt norm as required for Step 1. This completes the description of

algorithm SampleRight.

Again, we refer the reader to [2] for more details, and provide a summary

here:

Theorem 19. Let q > 2,m > n and σ > ‖T̃B‖·sR ω(
√

logm). Then SampleRight(A,B,R, TB, u, σ)

taking inputs as in (2.4) outputs a vector e ∈ Zm+k distributed statistically close to

DΛuq (F2),σ where F2 := (A | AR +B).

Thus, we have that for rightly chosen parameters (see [2] for concrete values),

the algorithms SampleLeft and SampleRight produce vectors that are statistically

indistinguishable. This is the cornerstone of the proof of security, because the real

system uses SampleLeft and the simulation uses SampleRight.

2.7.3 The Basic IBE Construction

Now, we provide the actual IBE construction.

Setup(λ): On input a security parameter λ, do:
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1. Use algorithm TrapGen(q, n) to select a uniformly random n×m-matrix

A0 ∈ Zn×m
q with a basis TA0 for Λ⊥q (A0) such that ‖T̃A0‖ ≤ O(

√
n log q)

2. Select two uniformly random n×m matrices A1 and B in Zn×m
q .

3. Select a uniformly random n-vector u
R← Zn

q .

4. Output the public parameters and master key,

PP =
(
A0, A1, B, u

)
; MK =

(
TA0

)
∈ Zm×m

Extract(PP,MK, id): On input public parameters PP, a master key MK, and an

identity id ∈ Zn
q , do:

1. Sample e ∈ Z2m as e := SampleLeft(A0, A1 + H(id)B, TA0 , u, σ)

where H is an Full Rank Differences (FRD) map.

Note that A0 is rank n w.h.p.

2. Output SKid := e ∈ Z2m

Let Fid :=
(
A0 | A1 + H(id)B

)
, then Fid · e = u in Zq and e is distributed

as DΛuq (Fid),σ (proved in [2]).

Encrypt(PP, id, b): On input public parameters PP, an identity id, and a message

b ∈ {0, 1}, do:

1. Set Fid :=
(
A0 | A1 +H(id) ·B

)
∈ Zn×2m

q

2. Choose a uniformly random s
R← Zn

q

3. Choose a uniformly random m×m matrix R
R← {−1, 1}m×m
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4. Choose noise vectors x
Ψ̄α←− Zq and y

Ψ̄mα←− Zm
q , and set z := R>y ∈ Zm

q

(the distribution Ψ̄α is as in Definition 8),

5. Set c0 := u> s+ x+ b b q
2
c ∈ Zq and c1 := F>id s+

[
y
z

]
∈ Z2m

q

6. Output the ciphertext CT := (c0, c1) ∈ Zq × Z2m
q .

Decrypt(PP, SKid,CT): On input public parameters PP, a private key SKid := eid,

and a ciphertext CT = (c0, c1), do:

1. Compute w := c0 − e>id c1 ∈ Zq.

2. Compare w and b q
2
c treating them as integers in Z. If they are close, i.e.,

if
∣∣∣w − b q2c∣∣∣ < b q4c in Z, output 1, otherwise output 0.

The proof of correctness, system parameters and proof of security can be

found in [2]. The above system can be extended to an HIBE (using the delegation

mechanism of [30]), and an adaptively secure IBE. The details can be found in [2].

2.8 Construction 3: Better Basis Delegation and Shorter
Ciphertext HIBE

In the previous section, we saw how to make the basic IBE scheme more

efficient so that we can encrypt an identity “all at once” with a single fixed-dimension

matrix instead of encrypting with one matrix for every bit of the identity. However,

the HIBE of Construction 2 uses the basis delegation mechanism of [30] which

requires the width of the encryption matrix to increase at each level of the hierarchy.

In this setup, the secret key is a “short” basis B of a certain integer lattice L. To
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delegate the key to a child, the parent creates a new lattice L0 derived from L and

uses B to generate a random short basis for the child lattice L0. However, the

dimension of the child lattice L0 is larger than the dimension of the parent lattice L.

As a result, private keys and ciphertexts become longer and longer as one descends

into the hierarchy.

In this section, we first propose a new delegation mechanism that operates “in

place”, i.e., without increasing the dimension of the lattices involved. We then use

this delegation mechanism to construct two HIBE systems where the lattices used

have the same dimension for all nodes in the hierarchy. Consequently, private keys

and ciphertexts in these systems are the same length for all nodes in the hierarchy

and are much shorter in some scenarios than in previous lattice-based HIBE systems.

Our first construction provides full HIBE security in the random oracle model. Our

second construction provides selective security in the standard model.

To briefly explain our delegation technique, let L be a lattice in Zm and let

B = {b1, . . . , bm} be a short basis of L. Let R be a public non-singular matrix in

Zm×m. Observe that the set B′ := {R b1, . . . , R bm} is a linearly independent set

in the lattice L′ := RL. If all entries of the matrix R are “small” scalars then

the norm of the vectors in B′ is not much larger than the norm of vectors in B.

Moreover, using standard tools we can convert the set B′ into a basis of L′ and then

“randomize” the basis without increasing the norm of the vectors by much. The end

result is a random short basis of L′. This idea suggests that by associating a public

“low norm” matrix R to each child, the parent node can delegate its short basis B

to a child by multiplying the vectors in B by the matrix R and randomizing the
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resulting basis. Note that since the dimension of L′ is the same as the dimension of

L this delegation does not increase dimensions.

This may lead the reader to wonder if the child can simply multiply its basis

vectors B′ by R−1 in an attempt to get back a short basis of the parent’s lattice L.

However, for most vectors v ∈ Zm the norm of R−1v is much larger than the norm

of v and this attempt fails to produce a short basis of L.

Proving security of this approach is quite technical. The key ingredient is

a method that given a lattice L (for which no short basis is given) outputs a “low

norm” matrix R, a delegated lattice L′ and a short basis B′ of L′ such that L′ = LR.

In other words, if we are allowed to choose a low norm R then we can build a

delegated lattice L′ for which a short basis is known even though no short basis is

given for L. This enables us to publish matrices R so that during the simulation

certain private keys are known to the simulator while others are not. The key

technical challenge is to show that these simulated matrices R are distributed as in

the real system.

2.8.1 Gaussian Sampling on a Random Sublattice

Before we proceed, we will need to establish an important theorem that our

construction requires. Our security proofs require that Gaussian sampling from a

random sublattice of Zm produces approximately the same distribution as Gaussian

sampling from Zm directly. To show indistinguishability of ciphertexts in the real

system and the simulation, we will need to establish that the distribution of the

ciphertext in the real system is the same as the distribution of ciphertexts in the
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simulation. Here, we will define the two distributions used for the real system and

the simulation and prove that they are statistically indistinguishable.

For a positive integer m and some σ > 2 define DIST0(σ,m) as:

1. for i = 1, . . . ,m sample independent ri
R← DZm,σ ; setR0 := [ r1 | . . . | rm ] ∈

Zm×m ;

2. if R0 is full rank over Zq output R0; otherwise go back to step (1).

Note that R0 in step (1) is sampled from
(
DZm,σ

)m
. We show in [3] that for

σ > ω(
√

logm) the expected number of iterations to generate R0 is less than

two.

Let A be a rank n matrix in Zn×m
q and let a1, . . . , am ∈ Zn

q be the m columns

of A.

Define DIST1(A, σ,m, q) as:

1. sample a uniform random rank n matrix B in Zn×m
q ;

2. for i = 1, . . . ,m sample independent ri
R← DΛ

ai
q (B),σ (so that Bri = ai

modulo q) ;

set R1 := [ r1 | . . . | rm ] ∈ Zm×m ;

3. if R1 is full rank over Zq output R1; otherwise go back to step (2).

R1 in step (2) is sampled from DΛ
a1
q (B),σ × · · · ×DΛamq (B),σ and hence BR1 =

A mod q.

The main result of this section, captured in the following theorem, shows

that DIST0(σ,m) and DIST1(A, σ,m, q) are statistically close for most matrices A.
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Theorem 20. Let q be a prime and let m > 2n log q. Then for all σ in the range 4 ≤

σ < q/ lnm and all rank n matrices A ∈ Zn×m
q , except for at most a q−n fraction of

such A, the distributions DIST0(σ,m) and DIST1(A, σ,m, q) are statistically close.

The proof of Theorem 20 proceeds in several steps. Let R0 be sampled from

DIST0(σ,m) and recall that (Zn×m
q )∗ denotes the set of rank n matrices in Zn×m

q .

First, we show that the distance between DIST0(σ,m) and DIST1(A, σ,m, q) is equal

to the distance of AR−1
0 mod q from the uniform distribution over (Zn×m

q )∗. Next,

let B be a uniform variable over (Zn×m
q )∗. We show that (B, BR0 mod q) is close

to uniform over [(Zn×m
q )∗]2. To do so recall that the set of functions HB : Zm

q → Zn
q

defined by HB(v) = B v is a universal family of hash functions. We then develop

a strong version of the left over hash lemma (Lemma 13 and Corollary 15) to show

that (B, BR0 mod q) is close to uniform. The reason we need a strong version of

the left over hash lemma is that requiring R0 to be full rank over Zq introduces a

dependency between the columns of R0. This dependency prevents the standard

left over hash (e.g. Theorem 8.38 in [64]) from being used to extract the entropy

from R0. Our version can extract entropy from dependent samples. Finally, since

(B, BR0 mod q) is close to uniform, we argue using properties of statistical distance

that for most A the random variable AR−1
0 mod q is close to uniform. This is what

we needed to prove that DIST0(σ,m) and DIST1(A, σ,m, q) are statistically close.

The complete details are given in [3].
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2.8.2 Basis Delegation Without Dimension Increase

Let A be a matrix in Zn×m
q and let TA be a “short” basis of Λ⊥q (A), both

given. We wish to “delegate” the basis TA in the following sense: we want to

deterministically generate a matrix B from A and a random basis TB for Λ⊥q (B)

such that from A,B and TB it is difficult to recover any short basis (such as TA) for

Λ⊥q (A).

Here we consider a simple delegation mechanism that does not increase the

dimension. To do so we use a public matrix R in Zm×m where the columns of R

have “low” norm. We require that R be invertible mod q. Now, define B := AR−1

and observe that B has the same dimension as A. We show how to build a “short”

basis of Λ⊥q (B) from which it is difficult to recover a short basis of A. In the next

section we use this to build new HIBE systems.

Distributions on low norm matrices. Our construction makes use of invertible

matrices R in Zm×m where all the columns of R are “small” or “low norm”. We say

that a matrix R in Zm×m is Zq-invertible if R mod q is invertible as a matrix in

Zm×m
q .

Definition 21. Define σR := σTG ω(
√

logm) =
√
n log q · ω(

√
logm). We let Dm×m

denote the distribution DIST0(σR,m) on Zq-invertible matrices in Zm×m from Sec-

tion 2.8.1.

Algorithm SampleR(1m). This algorithm efficiently samples matrices in Zm×m

from a distribution that is statistically close to Dm×m.
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1. Let T be the canonical basis of the lattice Zm.

2. For i = 1, . . . ,m do ri
R← SampleGaussian(Zm, T, σR, 0).

3. If R is Zq-invertible, output R; otherwise repeat step 2.

In [3], we establish that step 2 will need to be repeated fewer than two times in

expectation.

2.8.3 Basis delegation: algorithm BasisDel(A,R, TA, σ)

We now describe a simple basis delegation algorithm that does not increase

the dimension of the underlying matrices.

Inputs:

a rank n matrix A in Zn×m
q ,

a Zq-invertible matrix R in Zm×m sampled from Dm×m (or a product of
such),
a basis TA of Λ⊥q (A),
and a parameter σ ∈ R>0.

(2.5)

Output: Let B := AR−1 in Zn×m
q . The algorithm outputs a basis TB of Λ⊥q (B).

Algorithm BasisDel(A,R, TA, σ) works as follows:

1. Let TA = {a1, . . . , am} ⊆ Zm. Calculate T ′B := {Ra1, . . . , Ram} ⊆ Zm.

Observe that T ′B is a set of independent vectors in Λ⊥q (B).

2. Use Lemma 3 to convert T ′B into a basis T ′′B of Λ⊥q (B).

The algorithm in the lemma takes as input T ′B and an arbitrary basis of Λ⊥q (B)

and outputs a basis T ′′B whose Gram-Schmidt norm is no more than that of

T ′B.
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3. Call RandBasis(T ′′B, σ) and output the resulting basis TB of Λ⊥q (B).

The following theorem shows that BasisDel produces a random basis of Λ⊥q (B)

whose Gram-Schmidt norm is bounded as a function of ‖T̃A‖.

Theorem 22. Using the notation in (2.5), suppose R is sampled from Dm×m and

σ satisfies

σ > ‖T̃A‖ · σR

√
mω(log3/2m) .

Let TB be the basis of Λ⊥q (AR−1) output by BasisDel.

Then TB is distributed statistically close to the distribution RandBasis(T, σ) where

T is an arbitrary basis of Λ⊥q (AR−1) satisfying ‖T̃‖ < σ/ω(
√

logm). If R is a

product of ` matrices sampled from Dm×m then the bound on σ degrades to σ >

‖T̃A‖ ·
(
σR

√
mω(log1/2m)

)` · ω(logm) .

Thus, we have a basis delegation algorithm that does not increase the dimen-

sion of the encryption matrix across levels of hierarchy, and whose Gram-Schmidt

norm is not much worse that that of the original matrix. This allows us to get

shorter ciphertexts than previous systems, as seen in the construction below.

Note that for the smallest possible σ in Theorem 22 we obtain that with

overwhelming probability

‖T̃B‖ / ‖T̃A‖ ≤ σRmω(log3/2m) = m3/2 ω(log2m) .

This quantity is the minimum degradation in basis quality as we delegate from level

to level in the HIBE hierarchy.
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2.8.4 The main simulation tool: algorithm SampleRwithBasis(A)

All our proofs of security make heavy use of an algorithm SampleRwithBasis

that given a matrix A in Zn×m
q as input generates a “low-norm” matrix R (i.e., a

matrix sampled from Dm×m) along with a short basis for Λ⊥q (AR−1).

Algorithm SampleRwithBasis(A).

Theorem 23. Let m > 2n log q and q > 2. For all but at most a q−n fraction of

rank n matrices A in Zn×m
q algorithm SampleRwithBasis(A) outputs a matrix R in

Zm×m sampled from a distribution statistically close to Dm×m. The generated basis

TB of Λ⊥q (AR−1) satisfies ‖T̃B‖ ≤ σR/ω(
√

logm) with overwhelming probability.

Proof. It suffices to argue that R is sampled from a distribution statistically close to

Dm×m. This follows directly from Theorem 20. To see why observe that the matrix

R is sampled from a distribution statistically close to DΛ
a1
q (B),σR

× · · · ×DΛamq (B),σR

conditioned on R being full rank over Zq. But this is precisely the distribution

DIST1(A, σR,m, q) from Section 2.8.1. By Theorem 20, for most rank n matrices A,

this distribution is statistically close to DIST0(σR,m) which is itself the distribution

Dm×m.

2.8.4.1 Construction

Setup(1n, 1d) On input a security parameter n and maximum depth d:

1. Set the parameters of the system q,m, σ`, α` as described above.
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2. Invoke TrapGen(q, n) to generate a uniformly random matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q

along with a basis TA =
[
a1| . . . |am

]
∈ Zm×m generating the lattice

Λ⊥q (A).

3. Generate a uniformly random vector u0 ∈ Zn
q .

4. Output the public parameters PP and master key MK given by,

PP =
(
A, u0

)
MK =

(
TA

)
Extract(MK, id) On input a master key MK and an identity id = (id1, . . . , id`) of

length |id| = `:

1. Compute the matrix product Rid := H(`, id`) . . . H(2, id2)H(1, id1) in

Zm×m.

Define Fid = AR−1
id mod q, Fid ∈ Zm×m

q .

2. Construct a randomized basis for Λ⊥q (Fid) by running S := BasisDel(A,Rid, TA, σ`).

3. Output the requested identity-based private key SKid = S.

Derive(PP, SKid|`−1
, id): On input public parameters PP, a secret key SKid|`−1

corre-

sponding to a “parent” identity id|`−1 = (id1, . . . , id`−1), and a “child” identity

id = (id1, . . . , id`−1, id`):

1. LetRid|`−1
= H(`−1, id|`−1) . . . H(2, id2)H(1, id1). Set Fid|`−1

:= AR−1
id|`−1

∈

Zm×m
q .

Recall that SKid|`−1
is a short basis for Λ⊥q (Fid|`−1

). Let Fid = Fid|`−1
H(`, id`)

−1 ∈

Zm×m
q .
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2. Evaluate S ′ := BasisDel(Fid|`−1
, H(`, id`), SKid|`−1

, σ`) to obtain a short

random basis for Λ⊥q (Fid).

3. Output the delegated private key SKid = S ′.

Encrypt(PP, id, b): On input public parameters PP, a recipient identity id of depth

|id| = `, and a message bit b ∈ {0, 1}:

1. Compute Rid := H(`, id`) . . . H(2, id2)H(1, id1).

2. Compute the encryption matrix Fid := AR−1
id mod q. Then Fid is in

Zn×m
q .

3. Now encrypt the message using Regev’s dual public key encryption (as

defined in [43, sec. 7]) using Fid as the public key. To do so,

(a) Pick a uniformly random vector s
R← Zn

q .

(b) Choose noise vectors x
Ψα`←− Zq and y

Ψ
m
α`←−∈ Zm

q . (Ψα is defined in

Appendix 2.3.5)

(c) Output the ciphertext,

CT =
(
c0 = uT0 s+ x+ b bq

2
c , c1 = F T

id s+ y
)
∈ Zq × Zm

q

Decrypt(PP, SKid,CT): On input public parameters PP, a private key SKid for an

identity id of length |id| = `, and a ciphertext CT:

1. Set did := SamplePre(Fid, SKid, u0, σ`). Note that Fid did = u0.

2. Compute w = c0 − dTid c1 ∈ Zq.
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3. Compare w and b q
2
c treating them as integers in [q] ⊂ Z:

if they are close, i.e., if
∣∣∣w − b q2c∣∣∣ < b q4c in Z, then output 1; otherwise

output 0.

For proof of correctness and security of the above construction, we refer the

reader to [3]. We also have a construction for selectively secure IBE without random

oracles, also found in [3].

2.9 Conclusions

In this chapter we reviewed the construction of lattice based IBE and HIBE

in the standard model. There are several extensions to this line of work, such as

building Attribute Based Encryption systems from lattices, or showing adaptive

security using dual system encryption [72] to name a few.
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Chapter 3

Lattices in Communication

We saw in the previous chapter that lattices have interesting and surprising

applications in constructing cryptosystems. In this chapter we study an orthogonal

and fascinating application of lattices- in communication. Broadly, in constructing

cryptographic systems, the underlying hardness problem used is lattice quantization

(or the closest vector problem) which is provably hard for an arbitrary lattice. In

Communication, we make use of lattices which have some special structure that

makes the quantization problem easy. The codewords communicated over the chan-

nel are now lattice points that belong to such special lattices, and decoding involves

resolving the received non-lattice point (since the channel corrupts the transmitted

point) to the closest lattice point.

One interesting observation we make is that this asymmetry in lattice quan-

tization can lead to secrecy benefits in channels with eavesdroppers- by cleverly

constructing the codebook so that the legitimate receiver sees an “easy” lattice and

the eavesdropper sees a “hard” lattice, we can ensure perfect secrecy in certain

channel models.
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Figure 3.1: The Wiretap Channel.

3.1 Information Theoretic Secrecy

Information theoretic secrecy or “perfect” secrecy, introduced by Shannon, is

a much stronger notion than the computational security that we have been looking

at, and guarantees that the message transmitted by a source is kept secret from

the eavesdropper, irrespective of the computational power she possesses. Shannon

showed that the eavesdropper can be guaranteed to learn nothing about an inter-

cepted message, if the key is at least as long as the message.

The wiretap channel was introduced by Wyner, motivated by the observation

that most of the time, the eavesdropper (who we shall refer to as Eve) only has access

to a noisy copy of the message transmitted by the source. In Figure 3.1, U is the

message that Alice desires to send Bob. U a random variable that takes values in

{0, 1}k, which the encoder maps to an n bit code Xn, which is communicated over

the legitimate channel C1 and the eavesdropper’s channel C2. The output of C1

(Bob’s channel) is Y n and C2 (Eve’s channel) is Zn. Y n is then transformed by the

decoder at Bob’s end to recover an estimate of U , say Û .

The two desirable properties of such a system are:
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1. Reliability: Bob should be able to recover the original message from Y n with

arbitrarily low probability of error. Formally, we desire,

lim
n→∞

Pr(Û 6= U) = 0 (3.1)

2. Secrecy: Eve should not learn anything about U from Zn that was not known

a priori. Eve’s equivocation (ambiguity) about Z is defined by H(U |Zn), and

we desire that

lim
n→∞

H(U |Zn)

H(U)
= 1 (3.2)

Wyner defined the secrecy capacity of channels, which essentially character-

izes the fundamental limits of secure communications over a noisy channel. Thus,

if Cs is the secrecy capacity of a channel, then it must be true that ∀ε > 0, there

exist coding schemes with rate R ≥ Cs − ε which satisfy equations 3.1 and 3.2, and

there cannot exist coding schemes which satisfy equations 3.1, 3.2 with rate greater

than Cs.

Since the wiretap channel was introduced in 1975, numerous channel mod-

els (e.g. the Gaussian wiretap channel, MIMO wiretap channel, MIMO Gaussian

broadcast channel with confidential messages) have been studied using this frame-

work, most of which use random coding arguments to prove capacity theorems.

Random coding arguments are not constructive, i.e. they are not equipped with ef-

ficient encoding and decoding algorithms. Also, random coding arguments may be

insufficient to prove capacity for certain channel models [59]. These factors have led

to an increasing interest in the use of structured codes, in particular nested lattice

codes, to construct efficient, reliable and secure coding schemes.
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In this work, we study the secrecy benefits of using lattice codes for a class

of interference channels.

3.1.1 Weak and Strong Secrecy

We note that the notion of ‘perfect secrecy’ as defined by Shannon posits

that H(U |Zn) = H(U) or I(U,Zn) = 0. Perfect secrecy can only be achieved if

there is at least one secret key bit for every message bit. This is impractical, hence

weaker notions of secrecy are considered in practice. Exact statistical independence

is replaced by asymptotic statistical independence as the codeword length n→∞,

i.e. limn→∞ I(U,Zn) = 0. This is called the strong secrecy condition. The weak

secrecy condition, which is the one we use, requires 1
n

limn→∞ I(U,Zn) = 0. This

is clearly weaker than the strong secrecy condition, since it only asks the rate of

mutual information go to zero.

Definition 1. Let Re denote the equivocation rate for a message:

Re =
1

n
H(U |Zn)

Analogous to perfect secrecy, we can define the notion of 1-bit secrecy: Re ≥

R− 1 or 1
n
I(U,Zn) ≤ 1.

3.2 System Model and Results

We consider the following model of the interference channel with eavesdrop-

per.

The system model is shown in Figure 3.2. In this setting, we consider a
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Figure 3.2: The system model with two legitimate transmit receive pairs and one
eavesdropper

symmetric interference channel as the legitimate communication network, and an

external eavesdropper. The legitimate channel is mathematically given by:

Y1 = X1 + aX2 +N1

Y2 = X2 + aX1 +N2
(3.3)

where a 6= 1. The eavesdropper’s channel is given by:

Z = bX1 + bX2 +Ne (3.4)

Here, Xi, i ∈ {1, 2}, is the output signal from Transmitter i, which is assumed

to be constrained to an average power of P . Legitimate Receiver i observes Yi,

i ∈ {1, 2}, and is assumed to suffer from additive Gaussian noise of unit variance.

The eavesdropper receives Z, which is an equally weighted linear combination of

the two transmit signals with additive Gaussian noise of variance Ne. Note that we

make no assumptions on the value of Ne or the joint distribution between the noise

variables N1, N2 and Ne.
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In this work, we emphasize the gains of using lattice coding schemes over ran-

dom coding schemes for the interference channel with an eavesdropper. Specifically,

we show that, for a class of interference channels, lattice codes achieve an equivoca-

tion rate for each user that is within one-bit of its individual rates. In other words,

the eavesdropper gains no more than one bit of information about the legitimate

messages per transmission. We also argue that randomly generated codebooks, in

general, cannot achieve this equivocation rate.

3.3 Intuition behind Results

The key feature of this model is that the channel between the transmitters

and legitimate receivers and the channel between the transmitter and the eavesdrop-

per are different. The fact that channel gain a 6= 1 leads to nested lattices at the

receiver, which can be decoded, however the eavesdropper sees a sum of 2 distinct

(not nested) lattices, which do not reveal information. Thus, this asymmetry is

exploited by structured coding schemes, while random coding is, in general, blind

to it. Formalizing these ideas, we obtain:

Theorem 24. [7] In the model given by Equations 3.3 and 3.4, where W1 is the

message sent by Transmitter 1, and Z is the random variable observed by the eaves-

dropper, we have:

1

n
I(W1|Zn) ≤ 1

In the next section, we will provide the mathematical setup and proof for the

above claim, for strong, weak as well as general interefernce channels (defined in the
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following section). Along with an information theoretic argument that proves the

above claim, we will also provide code constructions that achieve good communica-

tion rate as well as the secrecy guarantee outlined by the above theorem.

3.4 Main Results

First, we require a few lemmas.

3.4.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

Lemma 25. Let C = Λ ∩ VL where Λ is a “good” Construction-A lattice 1 of

dimension n and VL is the Voronoi region of a “good” nested lattice L [40]. Let X1

and X2 be random variables distributed uniformly over C. Then,

H(X1 +X2) ≤ log |C|+ n

Proof: Let X be a random variable distributed uniformly over C⊕C. Since H(X1 +

X2) ≤ H(X) = log |C ⊕ C| it suffices to show that

|C ⊕ C| ≤ 2n|C| (3.5)

The proof of this is comes from the construction of “good” nested lattice

codebooks in [40]. Let

Λ = G′(p−1GZk
p + Zn)

L = G′Zn

1By “good”, we mean a lattice that is simultaneously good for source and channel coding, as
defined in [40].
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where G′ is an invertible n×n matrix and G is an n× k matrix with elements from

GF(p). The details behind this construction and the fact that matrices G,G′ exist

such that these lattices are “good” can be found in [40, 55].

Then we have,

Λ mod L ≡ G′[p−1GZk
p + Zn] mod G′(Zn)

where modulo Zn is intersection with the Voronoi region of Zn (as defined in [40]),

and ≡ denotes the fact that there is an invertible transformation between the two

sets.

Let

γ ∈ Γ , [p−1GZk
p + Zn] mod Zn

Note that the Voronoi region of Zn, which we denote by ΩZn , is an n-dimensional

cube centred around the origin, extending between [−0.5, 0.5) in each dimension.

Hence by intersecting Γ with ΩZn , gives that each (scalar) element of γ is contained

within the interval [−0.5, 0.5). This implies that every element β ∈ Γ ⊕ Γ is such

that β’s component along each dimension is within the interval [−1, 1). Thus we

have:

Γ⊕ Γ ⊂ [p−1GZk
p + Zn] mod 2Zn

or that

C ⊕ C ⊂ [G′(p−1GZk
p + Zn)] mod 2L
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which, in turn, establishes (3.5) and thus the lemma.

Lemma 26. Let X1, X2 be two independent random variables uniformly distributed

over C. Then,

1

n
I(X1;X1 +X2) ≤ 1

Proof: Note that

H(X1|X1 +X2) = H(X1, X2)−H(X1 +X2)

= H(X1) +H(X2)−H(X1 +X2)

≥ 2 log |C| − (log(|C|) + n)

≥ log |C| − n

Hence,

I(X1;X1 +X2) = H(X1)−H(X1|X1 +X2)

≤ log |C| − log |C|+ n

3.4.2 Very Strong Interference Channel

The “very strong” interference channel was first studied in [28]. By very

strong, we mean that the interference channel gain (a in equation (3.3)) is large

enough such that the interfering signal (for e.g. from Transmitter 1) can be success-

fully decoded at the receiver (Receiver 2), thus resulting in parallel channels. For

the class of very strong interference channels for which a2 ≥ P + 1, we show that

rates arbitrarily close to the the unconstrained (without the secrecy requirement)
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capacity region of the channel can be achieved using lattice codes with 1-bit secrecy

for the channel given by Figure 3.2.

Symmetric interference channels with multiple (> 2) transmit-receive pairs

and very strong interference are investigated in [65] using a lattice coding framework.

In [65], it is shown that if a2 ≥ (P+1)2

P
, then codebooks that are nested subsets of the

same lattice can be used such that each legitimate communication channel achieves

its single user rate. For the case of the symmetric rate point, these codebooks

become identical. Thus, we have:

I(Wi;Z
n)

(a)

≤ I(Li;Z
n)

(b)

≤ I(Li;L1 + L2)

(c)

≤ n (3.6)

where L1, L2 are uniformly distributed random variables over the common

lattice-based codebook used at each transmitter. Also, (a) and (b) are due to the

data processing inequality and (c) is due to Lemma 2.

3.4.3 Weak Interference Channels

Weak interference channels, where a < 1, have received significant attention

in recent years. In [12], the authors determine that, for all a such that |a+a3P | ≤ 1
2
,

treating interference as noise in the legitimate (unconstrained) channel is optimal,

i.e., that

R1 = R2 =
1

2
log

(
1 +

P

a2P + 1

)
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is achievable. The achievability argument in [12] uses random coding. Here,

we show that (nested) identical lattice codebooks can be used to achieve the same

set of rates, and thus, we can establish that the unconstrained sum-capacity can be

achieved in this channel even with a 1-bit secrecy constraint.

Consider “good” nested lattices Λc ⊂ Λf (as defined in [40]), and define the

codebook

C , Λf ∩ VΛc

where VΛc is the Voronoi region of the lattice Λc. Here, Λc represents the

power constraint on each transmitter and Λf is chosen to enable successful decoding

in the presence of noise at the receiver. Given Li ∈ C at Transmitter i, i ∈ {1, 2},

we construct

Xi = [Li + Ui] mod Λc,

where U1, U2 are two independent random vectors chosen uniformly over VΛc , and

the mod operation is as defined in [40].

At each receiver, we determine

Y ′i = [αYi − Ui] mod Λc

where

α =
P

(1 + a2)P +N
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At Receiver 1, following the analysis in [40], we have

Y1 = [αY1 − U1] mod Λc

= [αY1 − L1 − U1 + L1] mod Λc

= [αY1 − [L1 + U1] modΛc + L1] mod Λc

= [L1 + αY1 −X1] mod Λc

= [L1 + (1− α)X1 + α(X2 +N1)] mod Λc

= [L1 +N ′1] mod Λc

where

N ′1 , (1− αX1) + α(X2 +N1)

is the effective noise with variance

P (a2P +N)

(1 + a2)P +N

that the receiver which is independent of L1. Based on the analysis in [55, 40], the

lattice point L1 can be determined with high reliability if

R1 <
1

2
log

(
1 +

P

a2P + 1

)
.

A similar argument can be used to analyze the decoding at Receiver 2 to

achieve the same rate. In effect, for this setting (and a few other multiple ac-

cess/broadcast/interference channel settings) random coding arguments for Gaus-

sian channels that use randomly generated codebooks for encoding followed by suc-

cessive decoding at the receiver can be replaced with lattice coding and decoding
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arguments to obtain the same rates. Since in the above coding strategy, the same

codebook C is used at each transmitter, we can follow the same steps as in 3.6 to

get the desired 1-bit secrecy: I(Wi;Z
n) ≤ n.

3.4.4 General Interference Channels

Here we consider more general Gaussian interference channel settings, i.e. for

values of a that are neither very strong nor very weak. For an interference channel

with two transmit-receive pairs, the nested lattice coding strategy described in [66]

achieves a rate region that is, in general, a subset of the Han-Kobayashi region

[49]. Thus, for general values of a, it is not yet known if lattice codebooks can

be used to achieve the same rate region for the unconstrained two-user Gaussian

interference channel as the Han-Kobayashi region. However, we show that even

if lattice codebooks are not necessarily capacity achieving, they provide the same

secrecy benefits for interference channels with a wiretapper (when a 6= 1) as the

cases analyzed in subsections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.

We now describe the lattice coding scheme and investigate its secrecy ca-

pacity. As depicted in Figure 3.2, Transmitter Tj where j ∈ {1, 2}, wants to send

a message mj ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR} to receiver Rj. As in [66], Transmitter Tj, divides

its message mj into N parts mj1, . . . ,mjN so that rate Ri is associated with the

ith message part mji. Each of the N submessages mji is encoded to Xn
ji using a

distinct lattice codebook Ci. Note that the set of N lattice codebooks used by each

transmitter say C1, . . . , CN , is identical. Both transmitters assign power Pi to mji.

Transmitter Tj transmits mj as
∑N

i=1 X
n
ji. Without loss of generality (due to sym-
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metry), we focus on the first transmitter-receiver pair.

The receiver R1 (R2 is handled similarly) receives

Y n
1 =

N∑
i=1

Xn
1i +

N∑
i=1

Xn
2i +N1

where N1 is the noise. R1 successively decodes each of the N submessages to recover

the whole message mj. By choosing power assignment Pi cleverly depending on the

value of a (see [66] for details), the “very strong” interference condition can be

satisfied at each of the N stages, so that for each stage the interference can be

decoded and subtracted, then the submessage can be recovered. It is shown in [66],

that by careful selection of lattice codebooks for each stage, the message m1 can be

recovered from received codeword
∑N

i=1 X
n
1i, with vanishingly small probability of

error (vanishes as n
−n
2 ).

Thus, for the rate region described in [66], as lattice dimension n→∞, the

tuple of N lattice points (ith point corresponding to the ith submessage), can be

recovered with arbitrarily small probability of error from the sum of these points.

Thus, for large lattice dimensions, we may think intuitively that there is “almost”

a one-one mapping between an N -tuple of lattice points (chosen from the N special

lattices of our coding scheme) and the componentwise sum of these N points. Note

that since the probability of error is nonzero, it is possible that two N -tuples sum to

the same value, but there can be only very few of such points, and they are negligible

as the dimension of the lattice goes to infinity. This leads to the following lemma:
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Lemma 27. Let Xi be picked uniformly at random from codebook Ci, for (i =

1, 2, . . . , N), then the distribution of X =
∑N

i=1Xi converges as n→∞ to a uniform

distribution over C = C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ . . .⊕ CN .

For proof, refer [7].

To show one bit secrecy, we next need the following lemma:

Lemma 28. Let L1 and L2 be two random variables distributed as X. Then,

H(L1 + L2) ≤ log |C|+ n

Proof: By lemma 27, we have that L1 and L2 are distributed asymptotically uni-

formly on C. Also, the codebook C = C1⊕C2⊕ . . .⊕CN , due to nesting, lies in the

same lattice Λ of lemma 25 which is a“good” Construction A lattice of dimension

n. The proof of the claim thus follows from the proof of Lemma 25, and is omitted

here for brevity.

Thus, by Lemmata 26, 27 and 28, we have that

1

n
I(L1;L1 + L2) ≤ 1

Now, as in 3.6, we may obtain the desired 1-bit secrecy: 1
n
I(Wi;Z

n) ≤ 1.

3.4.5 Information Theoretic Proof of One Bit Secrecy

Here we present an information theoretic argument that one bit secrecy (i.e.

1
n
I(Wi, Z

n) ≤ 1) is achievable for the model presented above.
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Information Theoretic Proof of Theorem 24:

Proof. Consider that each transmitter has a lattice codebook C which contains 2nR

lattice points. Place them uniformly in 2nR̂ bins, where R̂ < R. The message to be

transmitted is the bin index, and the codeword for the message w is a lattice point

picked uniformly from bin w.

The eavesdropper sees

Zn = b(Xn
1 +Xn

2 ) +Nn
e

but by DPI,

I(W1;Zn) ≤ I(W1, Ẑ
n)

where Ẑn = Xn
1 +Xn

2 .

Thus, it suffices to show that I(W1, Ẑ
n) < n. We have:

H(W1|Ẑn) = H(W1|Ẑn)−H(W1|Ẑn, Xn
1 )

= I(W1;Xn
1 |Ẑn)

= H(Xn
1 |Ẑn)−H(Xn

1 |W1, Ẑ
n)

≥ n(R− 1)−H(Xn
1 |W1, Ẑ

n)

≥ n(R− 1)−H(Xn
1 |W1)

≥ n(R− 1)− {H(W1|Xn
1 ) +H(Xn

1 )−H(W1)}

≥ n(R− 1)− {0 + nR− nR̂}

≥ n(R− 1−R + R̂)

≥ n(R̂− 1)
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Thus,

I(W1; Ẑn) = H(W1)−H(W1|Ẑn)

= nR̂−H(W1|Ẑn)

≤ nR̂− n(R̂− 1)

= n

as desired.

3.5 Lattice Coding vs Random Coding (from the Secrecy
Perspective)

Notice that in the coding arguments presented above, the codebooks utilized

at each of the transmitters are identical. This coupling, along with the linear struc-

ture, are important features of the lattice coding argument. To explain this further,

let us reconsider the symmetric interference channel with a wiretapper (Figure 3.2)

and use randomly generated codebooks as defined in [35] for the legitimate channel.

Note that randomly generated codebooks with joint (typical-set) decoding is

the conventional achievability argument for the multiple-access channel. As shown

in [35], as long as:

R1 +R2 ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

b2(P1 + P2)

Ne

)
along with individual rate bounds on each R1 as given in [35], the probability of

error, averaged over all randomly generated codebooks, can be made arbitrarily

small. This clearly does not mean that each codebook has a small probability of

error (averaged over all codewords). It does imply that a large fraction of these
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codebooks are good choices for this channel. In essence, as the block length of

the codebook is increased, a larger fraction of the set of all randomly generated

codebooks can be chosen to meet the probability of error constraint.

This is the main reason that randomly generated codebooks are, in general,

bad choices for communicating over the interference channel with a wiretapper.

Although there might exist a particular random generated codebook that is “good”

for the legitimate channel and “bad” for the eavesdropper, for sufficiently large b (or

correspondingly, sufficiently small Ne), most of the randomly generated codebooks

provide limited to no secrecy to the legitimate interference channel. As noted in the

previous sections, the 1-bit secrecy afforded by lattice codes holds regardless of the

value of b or of Ne.

Thus, structured coding can be seen to have benefits over random coding in

secrecy arguments. Details can be found [7].

A Note on Computational Secrecy: Note that there is a computational aspect

to this secrecy problem. As established in [58], low density lattice codes exist that

can be encoded and decoded in polynomial time. As the channel codes considered

here result in special nested lattices at the receiver, lattice decoding is sufficient for

resolving the sum point to its two summands and thus the message being commu-

nicated unclear.

The eavesdropper, on the other hand, can at best (even disregarding noise)

determine the sum of the two lattice points being communicated. As there exist

an exponential number of possible lattice pairs that sum to the same value, even if
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the eavesdropper successfully determines the sum-lattice point, it is exponentially

hard for it to enumerate (and therefore, even locate) the pair of lattice points being

communicated in the legitimate system.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we examined the benefits of structured codes, specifically

lattice codes for communication over interference channels. Due to the additive

nature of interference channels, the use of structured codes is amenable to a better

understanding and analysis of rate as well as secrecy benefits.
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Chapter 4

Secure Network Coding

4.1 Introduction

Network coding [8, 53] is an elegant technique that replaces the traditional

“store and forward” paradigm of network routing by a method that allows routers to

transform the received data before re-transmission. It has been established that for

certain classes of networks, random linear coding is sufficient to improve throughput

[42]. In addition, linear network codes offer robustness and adaptability and have

many practical applications (in wireless and sensor networks, for example) [41]. Due

to these advantages, network coding has become very popular.

On the other hand, networks using network coding are exposed to problems

that traditional networks do not face. A particularly important instance of this is

the pollution problem: if some routers in the network are malicious and forward

invalid combinations of received packets, then these invalid packets get mixed with

valid packets downstream and quickly pollute the whole network. In addition, the

receiver who obtains multiple packets has no way of ascertaining which of these are

valid and should be used for decoding. Indeed, using even one invalid packet during

the decoding process causes all the messages to be decoded wrongly. For a detailed

discussion of pollution attacks, we refer the reader to [18, 74, 48].
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To prevent the network from being flooded with invalid packets, it is desirable

to have “hop-by-hop containment.” This means that even if a bad packet gets

injected into the network, it is detected and discarded at the very first hop. Thus, it

can be dropped before it is combined with any other packets, preventing its pollution

from spreading.

Hop-by-hop containment cannot be achieved by standard signatures or MACs.

Signing the message packets does not help since recipients do not have the origi-

nal message packets and therefore cannot verify the signature. Nor does signing

the entire message prior to transmission work, because it forces the recipient to

decode exponentially many subsets of received packets to find a decoded message

with a consistent signature. Thus, new integrity mechanisms are needed to mitigate

pollution attacks.

We contribute to this problem in two ways. First, we present a homomorphic

message authentication code scheme for single source networks. The main advan-

tage of this scheme over previously proposed solutions to the pollution problem

is its speed and flexibility (made precise below). Our homomorphic MAC scheme

supports multiple senders, as long as they send one at a time. We also propose a

useful key distribution scheme for our system, and provide numerical support for

our construction.

We next consider the problem of pollution attacks in multi-source networks.

We emphasize that this is a much harder problem than the single source case,

because now packets are being mixed across senders, and there is the danger of it

insider attacks, i.e. when a legitimate user of the system (one that holds a legitimate
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private and public key) tries to “frame” other users like herself. This is the first

work to consider pollution attacks when data is mixed across senders.

4.2 Related Work

Prior to our work, several approaches have been proposed to thwart pollution

attacks. Of these, some solutions are information theoretic while others are cryp-

tographic. We refer to [18] for a survey of defenses. Here we restrict our attention

to cryptographic solutions. Several authors [32, 54, 74, 18] devised digital signature

schemes for signing a linear subspace. Let V be the linear space spanned by the

augmented message vectors v1, . . . ,vm ∈ Fn+m
q that the sender transmits. These

signature schemes produce a signature σ on V such that Verify(PK,v, σ) holds for

every v ∈ V , but it is difficult to construct a vector y 6∈ V for which Verify(PK,y, σ)

holds. Recipients use these signatures to reject all received vectors that are not in

the subspace V , mitigating the pollution problem.

The digital signature constructions in [32, 54, 74, 18] are very elegant and

very appropriate for offline network coding systems, such as robust distributed file

storage [47]. For online traffic, however, these systems are too slow to sign every

packet. A different solution is needed if one is to defend against pollution attacks

at line speeds.

Another difficulty with these methods is that they require the network coding

coefficients to live in a field Fq where q is the order of a group where discrete-log is

difficult, e.g. q ≈ 2160. Therefore transmitting each coefficient requires 20 bytes and

hence the augmentation components add 20×m bytes to every packet. Recall that
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in typical linear network coding (without integrity) q = 28 so that the augmentation

components add only m bytes to every packet. Again, a different solution is needed

if one wishes to minimize the augmentation overhead.

Both of the above difficulties are addressed by our homomorphic MAC con-

struction, which is described in Section 4.4. For the multi-source network case, we

study the challenges posed by insider attacks and propose a solution, as described

in Section 4.6.

Before we move on to constructions, we provide a brief overview of network

coding.

Notation: We use n to denote the dimension of the data space and m to denote

the dimension of a vector subspace that represents a single file. The number of files

in the system is denoted by f . For v ∈ Fn+`
p , we will use v̂ to denote the data

component of v, i.e., the first n coordinates of v, and βv to denote the augmentation

component of v, i.e., the remaining ` coordinates.

4.3 Overview of Network Coding

We refer the reader to [53] for a detailed introduction to network coding.

Here we present a brief overview for completeness; this description describes the

operation of a network coding system and is independent of any security model. We

model a network as a directed graph consisting of a set of vertices (or nodes) V and

a set of edges E. We assume the graph is connected. A node that only transmits

data is called a source node. We start with the basic model, in which one source
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wishes to transmit one file F through the network. The source interprets the data

in F as a set of m vectors v̂1, . . . , v̂m in an n-dimensional vector space over a finite

field Fp. (The prime p and the dimensions n and m are fixed parameters in the

system.) We sometimes refer to individual vectors as blocks or packets. The source

then appends a unit vector of length m to the vectors v̂i to create m augmented

vectors v1, . . . ,vm given by

vi = (—v̂i—,

m︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

i

, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Fn+m
p .

The augmented vectors comprise the data to be transmitted through the network.

We call the first n entries of the vector vi the data component and the last m entries

the augmentation component.

The “coding” part of network coding works as follows: an intermediate node

in the network receives some set of vectors w1, . . . ,w`, chooses ` random elements

βi ∈ Fp, and transmits the vector y =
∑`

i=1 βiwi along its outgoing edges. The

key property of the augmentation is that the augmentation component contains

exactly the linear combination coefficients used to construct y. That is, we know

that y =
∑m

i=1 yn+ivi even though the intermediate node may never see the vi.

This property allows any node that receives a set of m linearly independent vectors

y1, . . . ,ym to recover the original vi. Specifically, if we let D be m×n matrix whose

ith row consists of the data component of yi, and A be the m × m matrix whose

ith row consists of the augmentation component of yi, then the rows of A−1D are

exactly the initial vectors v̂i.
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4.4 Homomorphic Message Authentication Codes (MACs):

In [1], we design a MAC scheme that can be used to mitigate pollution attacks

in single source networks. We construct the MAC in three steps.

First, we construct a homomorphic MAC. That is, given two (vector,tag)

pairs (v1, t1) and (v2, t2) anyone can create a valid tag t for the vector y = α1v1 +

α2v2 for any α1, α2 ∈ Fq. Roughly speaking, our security proof shows that, even

under a chosen message attack, creating a valid tag for a vector outside the linear

span of the original message vectors is difficult. Our MAC is related to the classic

MAC of Carter and Wagman [29].

This MAC system can be used to mitigate pollution attacks when the source

and recipient have a shared secret key. The source uses the secret key to compute

a tag for each of the original message vectors. Intermediate nodes then use the

homomorphic property to compute valid tags for random linear combinations they

produce. The recipient verifies the tags of received vectors and drop all vectors with

an invalid tag.

Network coding (for a single source) is most useful in broadcast settings where

there are multiple recipients for every message. Using our basic homomorphic MAC

the sender would need to have a shared secret key with each recipient. In addition, if

we want intermediate nodes to verify tags before forwarding them on to other nodes,

then the sender would need to have a shared secret key with each network node.

Every packet would need to include a tag per network node, which is unacceptable.

Our second step converts the homomorphic MAC into a broadcast homomor-
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phic MAC using a technique of Canetti et al. [25]. This enables any network node

to validate vectors it receives. The limitation of this construction is that it is only

c-collusion resistant for some pre-determined c. That is, when more than c recipients

and intermediate nodes collude, the MAC becomes insecure.

Our third step converts the broadcast homomorphic MAC into an integrity

system where there are multiple senders (although sending one at a time) and mul-

tiple verifiers. The result is a network coding MAC in networks where anyone can

be either a sender, a recipient, or an intermediate node.

We also experimented with our construction to ascertain that the perfor-

mance of our homomorphic MAC is comparable to standard MACs.

4.4.1 Homomorphic MACs: Definitions

We begin by defining homomorphic MACs and their security. A (q, n,m)

homomorphic MAC is defined by three probabilistic, polynomial-time algorithms,

(Sign, Verify, Combine). The Sign algorithm computes a tag for a vector space

V = span(v1, . . . ,vm) by computing a tag for one basis vector at a time. Combine

implements the homomorphic property and Verify verifies vector-tag pairs. Each

vector space V is identified by an identifier id which is chosen arbitrarily from a set

I. In more detail, these algorithms provide the following functionality:

• Sign(k, id,v, i): Input: a secret key k, a vector space identifier id, an aug-

mented vector v ∈ Fn+m
q , and i ∈ [m] indicating that v is the ith basis vector

of the vector space identified by id.
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Output: tag t for v.

As explained above, the Sign algorithm signs a vector space V ⊆ Fn+m
q spanned

by v1, . . . ,vm by running Sign(k, id,vi, i) for i = 1, . . . ,m. This produces a

tag for each of the basis vectors. The identifier id identifies the vector space

V . When transmitting a vector vi into the network, the sender transmits

(id,vi, ti). Recipients collect all valid vectors with a given id and decode those

as a group to obtain the original basis vectors encoding the transmitted mes-

sage. We let I denote the set of identifiers and K denote the set of keys.

• Combine((v1, t1, α1), . . . , (vm, tm, αm)) : Input: m vectors v1, . . . ,vm ∈ Fn+m
q

and their tags t1, . . . , tm under key k plus m constants α1, . . . , αm ∈ Fq.

Output: a tag t on the vector y :=
∑m

i=1 αivi ∈ Fn+m
q .

• Verify(k, id,y, t): Input: a secret key k, an identifier id, a vector y ∈ Fn+m
q ,

and a tag t.

Output: 0 (reject) or 1 (accept).

We require that the scheme satisfy the following correctness property. Let V

be an m-dimensional subspace of Fn+m
q with basis v1, . . . ,vm and identifier id. Let

k ∈ K and ti := Sign(k, id,vi, i) for i = 1, . . . ,m. Let α1, . . . , αm ∈ Fq. Then

Verify

(
k, id,

m∑
i=1

αivi, Combine
(
(v1, t1, α1), . . . , (vm, tm, αm)

))
= 1

Security. Next, we define security for homomorphic MACs. We allow the attacker

to obtain the signature on arbitrary vector spaces of its choice (analogous to a chosen
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message attack on MACs). Each vector space Vi submitted by the attacker has an

identifier idi. The attacker should be unable to produce a valid triple (id,y, t) where

either id is new or id = idi but y 6∈ Vi. More precisely, we define security using the

following game.

let T = (Sign,Combine,Verify) be a (q, n,m) homomorphic MAC. We define

security of T using the following game between a challenger C and an adversary A.

Setup. The challenger generates a random key k
R← K.

Queries. A adaptively submits MAC queries where each query is of the form

(Vi, idi) where Vi is a linear subspace (represented by a basis of m vectors) and idi

is a space identifier. We require that all identifiers idi submitted by A are distinct.

To respond to a query for (Vi, idi) the challenger does:

Let v1, . . . ,vm ∈ Fn+m
q be a basis for Vi

for j = 1, . . . ,m let tj
R← Sign(k, idi,vj, j) // compute MAC for all basis vectors

send (t1, . . . , tm) to A

Output. The adversary A outputs an identifier id∗, a tag t∗, and a vector y∗ ∈

Fn+m
p .

The adversary wins the security game if Verify(k, id∗,y∗, t∗) = 1, and either

1. id∗ 6= idi for all i (a type 1 forgery), or

2. id∗ = idi for some i and y∗ 6∈ Vi (a type 2 forgery)

Moreover, let y∗ = (y∗1, . . . , y
∗
n+m). Then the augmentation (y∗n+1, . . . , y

∗
n+m) in y∗

is not the all zero vector (which corresponds to a trivial forgery).
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The advantage NC-Adv[A,T] of A with respect to T is defined to be the probability

that A wins the security game.

Definition 2. A (q, n,m) homomorphic MAC scheme T is secure if for all polynomial

time adversaries A the quantity NC-Adv[A,T] is negligible.

4.4.2 Construction 1: A Homomorphic MAC

In this section we describe a secure homomorphic MAC. Our construction is

related to a classic MAC system due to Carter and Wagman [29].

The MAC scheme HomMac: To construct a (q, n,m) homomorphic MAC we

use a Pseudo Random Generator G : KG → Fn+m
q and a Pseudo Random Function

F : KF× (I× [m])→ Fq. Keys for our MAC consist of pairs (k1, k2) where k1 ∈ KG

and k2 ∈ KF.

– Sign(k, id,v, i): To generate a tag for an ith basis vector v ∈ Fn+m
q using key

k = (k1, k2) do:

u := G(k1) ∈ Fn+m
q

b := F
(
k2, (id, i)

)
∈ Fq

t := (u · v) + b ∈ Fq
Output t. Note that the tag is a single element of Fq.

– Combine((v1, t1, α1), . . . , (vm, tm, αm)): output t :=
∑m

j=1 αjtj ∈ Fq.

– Verify(k, id,y, t): Let k = (k1, k2) be a secret key and let y = (y1, . . . , yn+m) ∈

Fn+m
q .
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Do the following:
u := G(k1) ∈ Fn+m

q and a := (u · y) ∈ Fq
b :=

∑m
i=1

[
yn+i · F

(
k2, (id, i)

)]
∈ Fq

if a+ b = t output 1; otherwise output 0

This completes the description of HomMac. To verify correctness of the scheme,

suppose y =
∑m

i=1 αivi where v1, . . . ,vm are the original augmented basis vectors

and t1, . . . , tm are their tags. The coordinates (yn+1, . . . , yn+m) of y are equal to the

coefficients (α1, . . . , αm). Therefore, a+ b computed in Verify satisfies

a+ b =
m∑
i=1

αi ·
(

(u · vi) + F (k2, (id, i))
)

=
m∑
i=1

αi · ti

which is precisely the output of Combine
(
(v1, t1, α1), . . . , (vm, tm, αm)

)
, as required.

Security. We prove security assuming G is a secure PRG and F is a secure PRF.

For a PRF adversary B1 we let PRF-Adv[B1, F ] denote B1’s advantage in winning

the PRF security game with respect to F . Similarly, for a PRG adversary B2 we let

PRG-Adv[B2, G] be B2’s advantage in winning the PRG security game with respect

to G.

Theorem 29. For any fixed q, n,m, the MAC scheme HomMac is a secure (q, n,m)

homomorphic MAC assuming the PRG G is a secure PRG and the PRF F is a

secure PRF.

In particular, for all homomorphic MAC adversaries A there is a PRF ad-

versary B1 and a PRG adversary B2 (whose running times are about the same as

that of A) such that

NC-Adv[A,HomMac] ≤ PRF-Adv[B1, F ] + PRG-Adv[B2, G] + (1/q)
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Proof. We prove the theorem using a sequence of three games denoted Game 0,1,2.

For i = 0, 1, 2 let Wi be the event that A wins the homomorphic MAC security game

in Game i.

Game 0 is identical to Attack Game 4.4.1 applied to the scheme HomMac. Therefore

Pr[W0] = NC-Adv[A,HomMac] (4.1)

In Game 1 we replace the output of the PRG used in HomMac with a truly random

string. That is, Game 1 is identical to Game 0 except that to respond to MAC queries

the challenger computes at initialization time u
R← Fn+m

q instead of u := G(k1) in

step (1) of the Sign algorithm. Everything else remains the same. Then there is a

PRG adversary B2 such that

∣∣Pr[W0]− Pr[W1]
∣∣ = PRG-Adv[B2, G] (4.2)

In Game 2 we replace the PRF by a truly random function. That is, Game 2 is

identical to Game 1 except that to respond to MAC queries the challenger computes

b
R← Fq instead of b := F

(
k2, (idi, j)

)
in step (2) of the Sign algorithm. Everything

else remains the same. Then there is a PRF adversary B1 such that

∣∣Pr[W1]− Pr[W2]
∣∣ = PRF-Adv[B1, F ] (4.3)

The complete challenger in Game 2 works as follows:
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init: u
R← Fn+m

q

The adversary submits MAC queries (Vi, idi) where Vi = span(v1, . . . ,vm) ⊆ Fn+m
q .

The challenger responds to query number i as follows:
for j = 1, . . . ,m do:

bi,j
R← Fq and ti,j := (u · vj) + bi,j ∈ Fq

send (ti,1, . . . , ti,m) to A

Eventually the adversary outputs (id∗, t∗,y∗). To determine if the adversary wins

the game we first compute:

if id∗ = idi then set (b∗1, . . . , b
∗
m) := (bi,1, . . . , bi,m) // (type 2 forgery)

else for j = 1, . . . ,m set b∗j
R← Fq // (type 1 forgery)

Let y∗ = (y∗1, . . . , y
∗
n+m). The adversary wins (i.e. event W2 happens) if

t∗ = (u · y∗) +
m∑
j=1

(y∗n+j · b∗j) (4.4)

and, for a type 2 forgery y∗ 6∈ Vi. Moreover the augmentation (y∗n+1, . . . , y
∗
n+m) in

y∗ is not all zero.

We now show that Pr[W2] = 1/q in Game 2. This is the crux of the proof.

Let T be the event that the adversary outputs a type 1 forgery.

Type 1 forgery (event T happens): We bound Pr[W2 ∧ T ]. In a type 1 forgery the

right hand side of (4.4) is a random value in Fq independent of the adversary’s view.

Therefore, when event T happens, the probability that (4.4) holds is exactly 1/q.

Hence, Pr[W2 ∧ T ] = (1/q) · Pr[T ].

Type 2 forgery (event ¬T happens): We bound Pr[W2 ∧¬T ]. In a type 2 forgery A

uses an id∗ used in one of the MAC queries. Then id∗ = idi for some i. Event W2

happens if y∗ 6∈ Vi and (4.4) holds.
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Let {t′1, . . . , t′m} be the tags for the basis vectors {v1, . . . ,vm} of the linear

space Vi. Define

y′ :=
m∑
j=1

y∗n+j · vj ∈ Vi and t′ :=
m∑
j=1

y∗n+j · t′j ∈ Fq

Then, t′ is a valid tag for y′. Hence, we now know that the following two relations

hold:

(u · y∗) +
m∑
j=1

y∗n+j · bi,j = t

(u · y′) +
m∑
j=1

y′n+j · bi,j = t′

Subtracting one from the other we obtain(
u · (y∗ − y′)

)
= t− t′ (4.5)

Hence, by producing a valid forgery, the adversary found a y∗ and t that satisfy (4.5).

Moreover, since y∗ 6∈ Vi but y′ ∈ Vi we know that y∗ 6= y′. But since in the adver-

sary’s view, u is indistinguishable from a random vector in Fn+m
q , the probability

that he can satisfy (4.5) is exactly 1/q. Hence, when event ¬T happens we have

that Pr[W2 ∧ ¬T ] = (1/q) · Pr[¬T ].

Putting together our bounds for Pr[W2 ∧ T ] and Pr[W2 ∧ ¬T ] we obtain

Pr[W2] = Pr[W2 ∧ T ] + Pr[W2 ∧ ¬T ] = 1/q(Pr[T ] + Pr[¬T ]) = 1/q (4.6)

Putting together equations (4.1),(4.2),(4.3),(4.6) proves the theorem.

Improved security. Since the tag on a vector v is a single element in Fq, there is a

homomorphic MAC adversary that can break the MAC (i.e. win the MAC security
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game) with probability 1/q. When q = 28 the MAC can be broken with probability

1/256. Security can be improved by computing multiple MACs per vector. For

example, with 8 tags per vector security becomes 1/q8. The resulting tag is 8 bytes

long. The proof of Theorem 29 easily extends to prove these bounds for HomMac

using multiple tags.

We note, however, that a homomorphic MAC with security 1/256 may be

sufficient for the network coding application. The reason is that the homomorphic

MAC is only used by recipients to drop malformed received vectors. The sender can,

in addition, compute a regular MAC (such as HMAC) on the transmitted message

prior to encoding it using network coding. Recipients, after decoding a matrix of

vectors with valid homomorphic MACs, will further validate the HMAC on the

decoded message and drop the message if its HMAC is invalid. Hence, success in

defeating the homomorphic MAC does not mean that a rogue message is accepted

by recipients. It only means that recipients may need to do a little more work to

properly decode the message (by trying various m-subsets of the received vectors

with a valid homomorphic MAC). As mentioned above, this issue can be avoided by

increasing the security of the homomorphic MAC by computing multiple tags per

vector.

4.4.3 Broadcast Homomorphic MACs: Definitions

We next convert the homomorphic MAC of the previous section to a broad-

cast homomorphic MAC. This will enable all nodes in the network (both recipients

and routers) to verify tags in transmitted packets. We start by defining security for
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a broadcast homomorphic tag, which takes into account a set of nodes trying to fool

some other node.

A broadcast homomorphic MAC is parametrized by a five tuple (q, n,m, µ, c)

where (q, n,m) are as in the previous section, µ is the number of nodes in the system,

and c is the collusion bound (the maximum number of nodes that can collude to

fool another node).

A (q, n,m, µ, c) broadcast homomorphic MAC is defined by four probabilistic,

polynomial-time algorithms, (Setup, Sign, Verify, Combine) that provide the following

functionality:

• Setup(λ, µ, c): Input: security parameter λ, number of users in the system

µ, and desirable collusion resistance bound c. Output: A set of µ + 1 keys

k, k1, . . . , kµ. Here k is the sender’s key and k1, . . . , kµ are keys given to the µ

verifiers.

• Algorithms Sign,Combine,Verify are as in Section 4.4.1, except that the Sign

algorithm is given the key k and the Verify algorithm is given one of the keys

ki for some i ∈ [µ].

The system must satisfy a correctness requirement analogous to the one in

Section 4.4.1.

Security: Next, we define security against c-collusions. The adversary A is given c

verifier keys and its goal is to create a message-tag pair that will verify under some
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verifier’s key not in the adversary’s possession. More precisely, we define security

using the following game.

Let T = (Setup, Sign,Combine,Verify) be a (q, n,m, µ, c) broadcast homomor-

phic MAC. We define security of T using the following game between a challenger C

and an adversary A (the security parameter λ is given as input to both the challenger

and the adversary).

Setup. The adversary sends the challenger the indices of c users acting as verifiers

{i1, . . . , ic}. The challenger runs Setup(λ, c, µ) to obtain keys k, k1, . . . , kµ and

sends the keys {ki1 , . . . , kic} to the adversary.

Queries. The adversary adaptively submits MAC queries as in Attack Game 4.4.1.

The challenger responds as in that game using the sender’s key k.

Output. The adversary A outputs an index j∗ ∈ [µ], an identifier id∗, a tag t∗,

and a vector y∗ ∈ Fn+m
p .

The adversary wins the security game if Verify(kj∗ , id
∗,y∗, t∗) = 1, and the addi-

tional winning conditions of Attack Game 4.4.1 are satisfied.

The advantage BNC-Adv[A,T] of A with respect to T is defined to be the probability

that A wins this security game.

Definition 3. A (q, n,m, µ, c) broadcast homomorphic MAC scheme T is secure if

for all polynomial time adversaries A, the quantity BNC-Adv[A,T] is negligible.
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4.5 Construction 2: A Broadcast Homomorphic MAC

We convert our homomorphic MAC HomMac into a broadcast MAC using a

technique of Canetti et al. [25] based on cover free set systems. Instead of computing

one tag per vector, we compute several tags per vector using independent keys. We

give each verifier a subset of all MAC keys. Thus, each verifier can validate a subset

of the MACs on each packet. More importantly, when key assignment is done

properly, no coalition of c verifiers can fool another verifier. We start by recalling a

few definitions.

Definition 4. A set system is a pair (X,B) where X is a finite set of elements and

B = (A1, . . . , Aµ) is an ordered set of subsets of X.

Definition 5. A set system (X,B) is called a (c, d)–cover free family if for all c distinct

sets A1, . . . , Ac ∈ B and any other set A ∈ B, we have |A \ ∪cj=1Aj| > d.

We construct a (q, n,m, µ, c) broadcast homomorphic MAC from HomMac

and any (c, d) cover free family (X,B) where |B| = µ. The parameter d is important

for security; the error term in the security proof is (1/q)d. The system works as

follows:

MAC scheme BrdctHomMac:

Setup(λ, c, µ): Pick a (c, d) cover free family (X,B),such that |B| = µ and 1
qd
< 1

2λ
.

Let ` = |X| and generate ` keys {K1, . . . , K`} for HomMac. We equate X with

this set of keys, i.e. X := {K1, . . . , K`}.

The sender’s key k consists of all ` keys in X. We assign to verifier number i

(where i ∈ [µ]) the key ki := Ai ⊆ X where Ai is subset number i in B.
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Sign(X, id,v, i). For j = 1, . . . , ` compute tj := HomMac-Sign(Kj, id,v, i)

and output t := (t1, . . . , t`).

Combine((v1, t1, α1), . . . , (vm, tm, αm)) : Apply HomMac-Combine to all ` tags in

the m tuples.

Verify(Ai, id,y, t). Here t is a tuple of ` tags. Output 1 if the HomMac tags in t

verify for all keys in Ai. Output 0 otherwise.

Security. The following simple theorem states the security property of this con-

struction. Recall that HomMac uses a PRF and a PRG.

Theorem 30. For any fixed q, n,m, µ, c, the broadcast homomorphic MAC BrdctHomMac

is a secure (q, n,m, µ, c) Broadcast Homomorphic MAC assuming the PRG G is a

secure PRG and the PRF F is a secure PRF.

In particular, for all broadcast homomorphic MAC adversaries A there is a

PRF adversary B1 and a PRG adversary B2 (whose running times are about the

same as that of A) such that

BNC-Adv[A,BrdctHomMac] ≤ PRF-Adv[B1, F ] + PRG-Adv[B2, G] + (1/q)d (4.7)

The proof is immediate from Theorem 29 and is omitted here. Since q is fairly

small (e.g. q = 256) it is very important that the error term in (4.7) is (1/q)d. In

particular, one needs a (c, d) cover free set system where d makes (1/q)d negligible (or

concretely (1/q)d < (1/2)λ). The (1/q)d error term is obtained thanks to properties

of the HomMac homomorphic MAC.
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4.5.1 Key Management for Multi-Sender Broadcast Homomorphic MACs

The key dissemination scheme described in the previous section supports a

single sender. A real network consists of many nodes where each node can be a

sender, a recipient, a router, or all three. To handle many senders with the system

of the previous section one would need to set up a cover free family of keys for

every sender. In this section, we describe a single cover free set system of keys that

simultaneously supports all senders of the network.

We modify the key dissemination scheme as follows. Every node in the

network is given two sets of keys, the first set corresponding to the node’s role as

a sender and the second set corresponding to its role as a router. Hence, the node

uses its first set of keys to sign a message, and its second set of keys to verify the

authenticity of a message it receives. Every node in the network is identified by a

sender id that is unique. We denote the sender id of node i by sidi. As before, the

network is associated with a set of global keys, the set X of the cover free family.

We denote the total number of keys in the network by `, i.e. |X| = ` and the keys

in the set X by x1, x2, . . . , xl.

The first set of keys given to node i, calledK1i is {F (x1, sidi), F (x2, sidi), . . . , F (xl, sidi)}.

Here, F is a PRF. Note that |K1i | = `. The second set of keys given to sender i,

called K2i is as before, a block in the cover free family, i.e. K2i ∈ B. We denote the

members of K2i by {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xib}, where b is the block size.

This setup is sufficient for every node in the network to play its dual roles

of sender and router. To sign a packet, node i simply uses its ` keys from set K1i
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to create ` tags for the packet. Verification of a received packet (say p),proceeds as

follows:

Note that each packet carries with it the id of its sender. The verifying node reads

the sender id of p, say sidj. Then it computes the b keys it needs to verify p as

{F (xi1 , sidj), F (xi2 , sidj), . . . , F (xib , sidj)}. Using these b keys, the node proceeds to

verify p as before. Thus, using sender id of each received packet, a node computes

‘on the fly’ the keys it needs for verification.

4.6 Signatures for Multi-Source Network Coding

In this section, our goal is to construct a signature mechanism that provides

integrity when network routers combine packets from many sources. This problem

is considerably harder than the single source problem. First, defining security is

more difficult. It is necessary to model “insider” attacks where the attacker controls

network routers as well as some senders. The attacker’s goal is to generate valid

signatures on mixed packets; after decoding these packets the recipient believes that

an honest sender sent a message M∗ that was never sent by the honest sender.

More precisely, if there are s senders in the network, we allow the attacker

to control s − 1 of them. Furthermore, the attacker can mount a chosen message

attack on the single honest sender. The attacker’s goal is to generate a mixed packet

with a valid signature that after decoding corresponds to an existential forgery on

the single honest sender.

In Section 4.6.2 we show that a natural generalization of the single-sender

security model in [18] to the multi-sender setting results in a model that cannot be
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satisfied. We do this by constructing a generic attack against an abstract multi-

source network coding signature scheme. In Section 4.6.3 we present a security

model that captures the constraints of the multi-sender problem. Our model retains

the desirable properties of the single-source model, such as hop-by-hop containment

of forged packets, and is achievable.

In Section 4.7 we present a construction satisfying our security model. We

give a generic construction from a new primitive called a vector hash, which cap-

tures the properties of homomorphic hashing that are necessary to produce secure

signatures. In the full version of the paper [5] we show how to instantiate the con-

struction based on the discrete logarithm assumption. We also prove a lower bound

that shows that our model necessitates a relatively space-inefficient construction;

our discrete log scheme (asymptotically) achieves this lower bound.

Notation: We use n to denote the dimension of the data space and m to denote

the dimension of a vector subspace that represents a single file. The number of files

in the system is denoted by f . For v ∈ Fn+`
p , we will use v̂ to denote the data

component of v, i.e., the first n coordinates of v, and βv to denote the augmentation

component of v, i.e., the remaining ` coordinates. When we use a vector space V as

input to or output of an algorithm we assume that V is described by an explicit basis

{v1, . . . ,v`}. Such a basis is properly augmented if for i = 1, . . . , `, the augmentation

component βvi
is the unit vector ei with a 1 in the ith place.

We will refer to the augmented vectors that the source wishes to transmit

as primitive vectors. Here, “primitive” alludes to the fact that these vectors have
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not been mixed with any other; their augmentation components are unit vectors.

Aggregate vectors, on the other hand, refer to vectors that have been formed as a

result of linearly combining primitive or other aggregate vectors.

4.6.1 Multiple sources, multiple files

In general networks may have multiple sources, each of which can transmit

multiple files into the network. We now describe this situation, assuming that all

nodes in the network are honest. In principle the network coding setup is the same as

in the single-source situation described above, but there is some more bookkeeping

to do. This bookkeeping is implicit in previous work that considers multiple sources

(e.g. [53]); here we give an explicit description that we will use in our discussion of

security. The complication arises from the fact that the intermediate nodes wish

to combine vectors from files produced by different sources, but each source knows

nothing of what the other sources are doing.

In the single source case, each file is associated with a file identifier id. The

identifier allows the receiver to group together packets that belong to the same file.

This prevents, for example, delayed honest packets from a previous file transmission

from being decoded along with the current file’s vectors. Hence each vector (primi-

tive or aggregate) that traverses the system carries with it the identifier of the file

it belongs to.

In the multi-source case, the file identifier id plays an even more crucial role

— it allows the intermediate nodes to combine vectors arising from different files.

In this scenario, an aggregate vector may be associated with multiple files, and the
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identifier attached to an aggregate vector v must carry with it the identifiers of all of

the files whose vectors went into making v. Upon receiving two vectors, where each

vector contains a (probably different) list of identifiers id, an intermediate node will

need to “merge” the lists of identifiers to a common list and adjust the two vectors’

augmentation components so that they can be linearly combined.

For example, suppose a node receives two vectors v1,v2 ∈ Fn+m
p with iden-

tifiers id1 and id2, respectively. Splitting vi into its data and augmentation compo-

nents, we write vi = (v̂i, ai). If id1 = id2 then the vectors come from the same file

and the situation is analogous to the single source case and no additional adjustment

is needed. However, if id1 6= id2 then the vectors came from different files and we

must introduce additional augmentation before we can linearly combine the vectors.

In this case we define v′1 = (v̂1, a1,0) and v′2 = (v̂2,0, a2) ∈ Fn+2m
p , where 0 denotes

a length-m zero vector. Thus when we compute a linear combination v = av′1 +bv′2,

the data components are mixed together but the augmentation coefficients remain

separate. We can then use the identifier id = (id1, id2) to indicate which set of

augmentation coefficients correspond to which file.

More generally, we define an algorithm Merge that merges the lists of iden-

tifiers contained in aggregate vectors and adjusts the vectors’ augmentations. This

algorithm is intrinsic to the multiple-source setting: the algorithm does not itself

linearly combine vectors, but rather it prepares aggregate vectors (coming from dif-

ferent sources, made up of different files) to be mixed together. If v ∈ Fn+mf
p is an

aggregate vector, we continue to call the first n entries of v the data component;

we call the rest of v the augmentation component, and we divide the augmentation
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component into f augmentation blocks of length m.

Algorithm Merge

Input: lists of identifiers id1, id2 of lengths f1, f2, respectively, with no repeated entries,

and vectors wi ∈ Fn+mfi
p for i = 1, 2.

Output: vectors w′1,w
′
2 ∈ Fn+mf ′

p and a list of identifiers id
′ of length f ′.

The intermediate node can now compute a random linear combination y of

the w′1 and w′2 and use the list id
′

as the identifier component of the signature on

y. (In the example above we executed this algorithm on two vectors each with an

identifier list of length fi = 1.)

We also define an algorithm called MergeSpaces that uses the Merge algo-

rithm to combine two files described as vector spaces.

Algorithm MergeSpaces

Input: disjoint lists of identifiers id1, id2 and two vector spaces V = span(v1, . . . ,vk) ⊂
Fn+k
p and W = span(w1, . . . ,w`) ⊂ Fn+`

p .
Output: a subspace Z ⊂ Fn+k+`

p and an identifier id
′.

1. Let B be the set of nonzero vectors produced by

Merge(id1, id2,v1,0), . . . ,Merge(id1, id2,vk,0),

Merge(id1, id2,0,w1), . . . ,Merge(id1, id2,0,w`).

2. Let id
′ be the identifier output by any of the calls to Merge in Step (1).

3. Output Z = span(B) and id
′.

By applying MergeSpaces repeatedly using concatenated lists of identifiers,

the algorithm generalizes to take any number of vector spaces and identifiers as in-

put. The decoding operation works as before: given a set of vectors whose (merged)
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augmentation components form a full-rank matrix, we can recover the original data

vectors by inverting this matrix.

4.6.2 Signatures and File Identifiers

For single sources, a network coding signature scheme consists of three algo-

rithms, Setup, Sign, and Verify, whose functionality correspond to the usual notions

for a signature scheme. In this setting, the Sign algorithm produces signatures on

a vector space, and the Verify algorithm checks whether the signature is valid on a

given vector. In addition, both Sign and Verify take as additional input a file iden-

tifier id, which binds a signature to a file. Informally, the correctness condition is

that if σ is a signature on a vector space V with identifier id, then for all v ∈ V ,

Verify(id,v, σ) outputs “accept.” (For formal definitions, see [18, Section 3.1].)

For multiple sources, we need to add an additional algorithm Combine that

will be used by intermediate routers to produce signatures on vectors that are linear

combinations of vectors from different files. More precisely, Combine takes as input

two tuples (vi, idi, σi, ai) for i = 1, 2, where vi are vectors, idi are (lists of) identifiers,

σi are signatures, and ai are network coding coefficients. The algorithm outputs a

signature σ′. The correctness condition is that if σi is a valid signature on vi with

identifier idi for i = 1, 2, then σ′ is a valid signature on a1v
′
1 + a2v

′
2 with identifier

id
′
, where v′1,v

′
2, id

′
are output by Merge(id1, id2,v1,v2).

In the single-source setting, the Sign algorithm takes id as input. Thus, a

vector v carries a pair (id, σ) where id is the file identifier chosen arbitrarily, and

σ is generated by Sign. In the multi-source case however, allowing senders to pick
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file identifiers gives them the ability to frame other users in the system, so that

receiver Bob can be made to believe that user Alice sent him a packet which, in

fact, Alice did not. In most network coded systems with multiple senders, such as

BitTorrent [34], insider attacks form the real threat, so this attack has significant

practical implications. Fortunately, this attack can be thwarted by enforcing that

the file identifiers be cryptographically verifiable. In the subsequent sections, we will

formalize these notions. We first describe the attack, and then use the intuition

gained from the attack to construct a framework that can circumvent it.

4.6.2.1 Generic Attack (for arbitrary file identifiers)

Here we construct an attack against an abstract multi-source network cod-

ing signature scheme that consists of the algorithms Setup, Sign, Combine, Verify

discussed above. We make no assumptions about these algorithms beyond their

functionality. We show that it is impossible to achieve hop-by-hop containment

if the identifier id is chosen arbitrarily by the sender and is given as input to the

Sign algorithm. We construct a generic attack in which an intermediate node is

fooled into accepting invalid packets as valid. As mentioned before, the attack is

an “insider” attack where one of the senders is malicious. The malicious sender can

assign two different vector spaces the same id and sign both using his secret key. An

intermediate node has no hope of ever detecting this, since two packets constructed

using these two vector spaces are both individually valid, but they are not pairwise

valid, and can cause the receiver to incorrectly decode an honest user’s message. We

make this formal below.
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We explain the attack with subspace dimension m = 1; the attack easily

generalizes to arbitrary m. In our system, the honest sender is Alice, the receiver is

Bob, and the malicious user is Mallet.

Honest User Alice. Alice wishes to send a file described as a single nonzero vector

v̂1 ∈ Fnp . She sets v1 = (v̂1, 1), chooses a file identifier idα and uses her

secret key skα to create a signature τ1 on the one-dimensional subspace V1 ⊂

Fn+1
p spanned by v1, with identifier idα. Then she transmits the packet P1 =

(v1, idα, τ1).

Malicious User Mallet. Mallet receives P1 and does the following:

1. Generate a key pair (skµ, pkµ).

2. Pick two vectors v̂2, v̂3 ∈ Fnp such that the set {v̂1, v̂2, v̂3} are linearly

independent. Let V2, V3 be the subspaces of Fn+1
p spanned by v2 = (v̂2, 1)

and v3 = (v̂3, 1), respectively.

3. Choose an identifier idµ 6= idα, and use the key skµ to compute signatures

τ2, τ3 on subspaces V2, V3 with identifier idµ. Create the packets P2 =

(v2, idµ, τ2), P3 = (v3, idµ, τ3).

4. Run Merge on (v1,v2) and (idα, idµ) to obtain id = (idα, idµ) and vectors

v′1 = (v̂1, 1, 0), v′2 = (v̂2, 0, 1).

5. Run Combine
(
(v1, idα, τ1, 1), (v2, idµ, τ2, 1)

)
to produce a signature τ4 on

the vector v4 = v′1 + v′2 = (v̂1 + v̂2, 1, 1) ∈ Fn+2
p . Let P4 = (v4, id, τ4).

6. Send P3 and P4 to Bob.
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Receiver Bob. Bob receives P3 and P4, each of which pass the verification test (by

the correctness of Sign and Combine). Bob then tries to decode the received

data to recover Alice’s file.

The identifier id = (idα, idµ) indicates that v∗ = v4 − (v̂3, 0, 1) is a primi-

tive vector sent by Alice, since the augmentation component of v∗ is (1, 0).

However, the data part of v∗ is v̂1 + v̂2 − v̂3, which cannot be in the sub-

space spanned by v̂1 since {v̂1, v̂2, v̂3} are linearly independent. Thus v∗ is an

invalid vector accepted by Bob.

In the above attack, Mallet was able to frame Alice by secretly reusing idµ

for two different vector spaces. Note that this attack is more insidious than simply

inserting data with identifier idα, which would have the same effect of corrupting

Alice’s data. We see from this attack that arbitrary file identifiers provide a malicious

insider too much power. It is thus necessary to tie the identifiers cryptographically

to the files they represent, in a way that is verifiable at every node in the network.

In particular, the Sign algorithm should output both an identifier id and a signature

σ. To verify the identifier we use an algorithm IdTest that takes as input a public

key pk, a vector y, and a list of identifiers id, and outputs “accept” if y is in the

subspace V identified by id. To avoid the above attack, the following tasks must be

infeasible for Mallet:

1. Given a public key pkα, find an identifier idα and a vector y such that IdTest(pkα,y, idα)

outputs “accept.” (This is a type of “collision-resistance” property.)
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2. Given a vector space V , a public key pkα, and (idα, σ) := Sign(skα, V ) (where

skα is the secret key corresponding to pkα), find a y 6∈ V such that IdTest(pkα,y, idα)

outputs “accept.” (This property is unique to the network coding scenario.)

If Mallet can succeed at either task, then Bob is convinced that the vector y belongs

to a file sent by Alice, when in fact it does not. (Indeed, in the first case Alice didn’t

even send a file!)

These two tasks are quite familiar: they are analogous to the two ways of

breaking a single-source network coding signature scheme [18, Section 3.1]. This

analysis leads to our key observation: the file identifier produced by Sign must

itself be a vector space signature.

Remark 1. We show in [5] that allowing the use of arbitrary file identifiers not only

makes hop-by-hop containment impossible, but also forces the receiver to solve the

clique problem for proper decoding.

4.6.3 Network Coding Signatures

We formally define the multi-source network coding signature scheme. Here

the Sign algorithm generates an element σ that is used both as a signature and a file

identifier. The Verify algorithm implements the functionality of the IdTest algorithm

in the previous section and allows every node to validate the identifier/signature of

an incoming packet.

Definition 6. A multi-source network coding signature scheme is a tuple of five PPT

algorithms, Setup,KeyGen, Sign,Combine,Verify, with the following properties:
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Multi-Source Network Coding Signature

Setup(1λ, n,m): On input the unary representation of a security parameter 1λ, a

data space dimension n, and a subspace dimension m, outputs a description

of system parameters params. This description includes the prime p used to

define the field over which vector spaces are defined, as well as n and m.

KeyGen(params): Outputs a randomly generated user key pair (sk, pk).

Sign(params, sk, V ): On input a secret key sk and a subspace V ⊂ Fn+m
p , outputs a

signature σ.

Combine
(
params, (v1, ~σ1, pk1, a1), (v2, ~σ2, pk2, a2)

)
: Takes as input two vectors v1 ∈

Fn+mf1
p and v2 ∈ Fn+mf2

p , two lists of signatures ~σ1, ~σ2, two lists of public

keys pk1, pk2, and two coefficients a1, a2 ∈ Fp. The algorithm outputs a list of

signatures ~σ and a list of public keys pk.

Verify
(
params, pk,v, ~σ): On input a list of public keys pk, a vector v ∈ Fn+mf

p , and

a list of signatures ~σ, outputs > (accept) or ⊥ (reject).

Correctness.

We require that for any set of system parameters determined by Setup(1λ, n,m),

the following hold:
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1. For primitive signatures: Consider a key pair (sk, pk)← KeyGen(params) and

a vector space V ⊂ Fn+m
p . Let σ be the output of Sign(params, sk, V ). Let

pk = {pk} and ~σ = {σ}. Then for all v ∈ V , we require that

Verify(params, pk,v, ~σ) = >.

2. Recursively, for combined signatures: Consider two lists of public keys pk1, pk2,

two vectors v1,v2, two lists of signatures ~σ1, ~σ2 such that

Verify(params, pk1,v1, ~σ1) = Verify(params, pk2,v2, ~σ2) = >.

Let v′1,v
′
2, ~σ

′ be the output of Merge(v1,v2, ~σ1, ~σ2). For any a1, a2 ∈ Fp,

we require that if ~σ, pk is the output of the Combine algorithm on inputs

(v1, ~σ1, pk1, a1), (v2, ~σ2, pk2, a2), then:

(a) ~σ′ = ~σ,

(b) For j in 1, . . . , f = |~σ|, if the jth element of ~σ is the kth element of ~σi

for i ∈ {1, 2}, then the jth element of pk is the kth element of pki.

(c) Verify
(
params, pk

′
, a1v

′
1 + a2v

′
2, ~σ) = >.

In the second correctness condition, (a) tells us that identifiers and signature play

the same role, while (b) requires that the list of public keys produced by Combine

corresponds (in a natural way) to the list of identifiers produced by Merge.

4.6.4 Security

The security game captures the fact that if the system is secure, even an

attacker who controls all sources but one and is given a chosen message oracle for
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the honest source cannot create an existential forgery on the honest source. The

game between a challenger and an adversary A with respect to a signature scheme

S proceeds as follows.

Init. The challenger runs Setup(1λ, n,m) to obtain system parameters params and

runs KeyGen(params) to obtain sk∗ and pk∗. It sends pk∗ and params to A. It

keeps sk∗ to itself.

Signature queries. A adaptively requests signatures for vector spaces V1, . . . , V` ⊂

Fn+m
p . The challenger responds by computing Sign(params, sk∗, Vi) for i =

1, . . . , ` and sends the resulting signatures to A.

Forgery attempt. A eventually outputs a 4-tuple (pk
†
,v†, ~σ†,W †), where pk

†
is a

list of f (not necessarily distinct) public keys pk
†

= (pk1, . . . , pkf ) that contains

the challenge public key pk∗, v† is a nonzero vector in Fn+mf
p , ~σ† is list of f

signatures, and W † = span{w1, . . . ,wt} ⊂ Fn+t
p for some t.

Adjudication. Let ~σ† = (σ1, . . . , σf ) be the list of (distinct) identifiers output by

A, where, w.l.o.g. we assume the first k components σ1, . . . , σk are returned

as the signatures for the chosen message queries V1, . . . , Vk, k ≤ `. Let ~σw

be the last f − k elements of ~σ†. Let V ∗ be the vector space output by

MergeSpaces(V1, . . . , Vk,W
†, σ1, . . . , σk, ~σw).

The forger wins the game if Verify(params, pk
†
,v†, ~σ†) = > and at least one of

the following two conditions holds:
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1. There exists i in 1, . . . , f such that the ith component of pk† is equal to

pk∗, but σi is not any of the signatures obtained in response to chosen

message queries.

2. For i = 1, . . . , t, we have Verify(params, pkw,wi, ~σw) = >, but v† 6∈ V ∗.

Definition 7. The advantage NC-Adv[A, S] of A is defined to be the probability

that A wins the security game. A multi-source network coding scheme S is secure

if for all probabilistic, polynomial-time adversaries A the advantage NC-Adv[A, S]

is negligible in the security parameter λ.

In the security game, the attacker requests signatures for files V1, . . . , Vk and

creates his own file W †. Intuitively, W † corresponds to the vector space (the set of

files) whose data the adversary mixes with the honest user’s data in order to frame

the honest user. Winning condition (1) implies that the attacker can create a valid

fake signature for one of the files that he requests signatures for, i.e., for a file signed

with sk∗. Winning condition (2) implies that the attacker can produce a fake file

W † whose basis vectors pass the verification test, and a vector v† that passes the

verification test but lives outside the subspace V ∗ that is the span of network coding

combinations of the files he requested and created. A receiver that decodes the basis

vectors of W † together with the vector v† will be fooled into accepting a vector from

the user with public key pk∗ that this user never sent.

Implied properties. The security model implies that even given the secret key

sk, no PPT adversary can construct distinct vector spaces V1, V2 ∈ Fn+m
p such that
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Sign(params, sk, V1) = Sign(params, sk, V2). Note, however, that this is no ordinary

collision resistance property. During signature verification the vector space V is not

available and therefore the Verify algorithm must validate the signature given only

y ∈ V .

This collision resistance property is crucial during decoding. The decoder

collects all incoming packets with a specific identifier into a full rank matrix and

runs the decoding procedure. Collision resistance ensures that all packets with the

same signature belong to the same vector space.

To see that this collision resistance property follows from our definition, it

is not difficult to give a generic attack that works on any scheme for which this

property is not satisfied. The attack, in fact, is essentially the same as the attack

presented in Section 4.6.2.1.

The vector space W †. Recall that the forgery attempt by the adversary consists

of the 4-tuple (pk
†
,v†, ~σ†,W †) where pk

†
is a vector of public keys containing the

challenge public key pk∗. The other public keys in the vector pk
†

are invented by the

adversary and it is therefore possible that the adversary knows the corresponding

private keys.

The vector v† and the signature ~σ† are the adversary’s existential forgery.

Suppose that (v†, ~σ†) verify as a valid vector-signature pair with respect to pk
†
. We

require the adversary to output the vector space W † to prove that he is capable of

exploiting v† to fool a recipient to incorrectly accept a vector from the single honest

sender. To fool the recipient, the attacker can generate valid vector-signature pairs
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for all basis vectors of W † using the secret keys at his disposal. Since all these vectors

have valid signatures, a recipient might try to decode the basis of W † along with the

vector v†. If v† 6∈ V ∗, after decoding this set of vectors (i.e. after subtracting from

v† the projection of v† onto W †), the recipient obtains a vector u that he believes

came from the honest sender, but which the honest sender never sent since u is not

in MergeSpaces(V1, . . . , Vk, σ1, . . . , σk).

Hence, if the attacker is capable of producing a forgery for which condition

(2) of adjudication holds, then an adversary can fool a recipient by sending it a

sequence of properly signed vectors. We would like to require that for a secure sig-

nature scheme it should be impossible to produce a valid forgery where v† 6∈ V ∗.

Unfortunately, this strong requirement appears to be unsatisfiable. We therefore

weaken it to require that v† 6∈ V ∗ only when there is a possibility that the vectors in

W † will be jointly decoded with v†, namely when Verify(params, pkw,wi, ~σw) = > for

all basis vectors wi of W †. This is an acceptable weakening of the security require-

ment since the decoder will never group together vectors with different identifiers.

In Section 4.7 we show that the resulting definition is satisfiable.

We note that requiring the adversary to output W † is analogous to the secu-

rity model of aggregate signatures where the attacker outputs an aggregate signature

from s public keys, where s− 1 of them are invented by the attacker. Moreover, the

attacker must output the list of s−1 messages that went into the aggregate forgery,

for each of the public keys the attacker invented. Our vector space W † plays the

same role as the s− 1 messages in the aggregate forgery.
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4.7 Construction of a Multi-source Signature Scheme

In this section, we construct an explicit multi-source network coding signa-

ture scheme satisfying Definition 4.6.3. In order to give a generic construction, we

first define an auxiliary primitive called vector hash. This primitive captures the

properties of the homomorphic hashes used by Krohn et al. [54] that are necessary

for secure signatures.

4.7.1 Vector Hashes

A vector hash consists of three algorithms, Setup,Hash,Test, with the follow-

ing properties:

HashSetup(1λ, n): Input: unary representation of a security parameter λ and dimen-

sion of the data space n. Output: public parameters pp.

Hash(pp,v): Input: public parameters pp and a vector v ∈ Fnp . Output: hash h of

the vector v. We require that this algorithm be deterministic.

Test(pp,y, β,h): Input: Public parameters pp, a vector y ∈ Fnp , a vector of coef-

ficients β ∈ Fmp and a vector of m hash values h. Output: > (true) or ⊥

(false).

Let h be a set of hashes of a basis v1, . . . ,vm of a vector space V . Intuitively,

we want the Test algorithm to tell us whether y was constructed correctly from the

basis, i.e., whether y =
∑
βivi. This means that Test should output > whenever y

is constructed correctly, and it should be difficult for an adversary to find a vector
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y 6∈ V and a β such that Test outputs >. We now formalize these correctness and

security conditions.

4.7.1.1 Correctness.

For correctness, we require the following for all public parameters pp ←

HashSetup(1λ):

1. For all v ∈ Fnp , if h← Hash(pp,v) then we have Test(pp,v, 1, h) = >.

2. Let v ∈ Fnp , let β ∈ F`p for some `, and let h be a list of hashes of length `. Fix

i ∈ {0, . . . , `}, let β
′ ∈ F`+1

p be the vector β with a zero inserted between the

ith and (i+1)th place, and let h′ be the vector h with any hash value inserted

between the ith and (i + 1)th place. We require that if Test(pp,v, β,h) = >,

then Test(pp,v, β
′
,h′) = >.

3. Let v1,v2 ∈ Fnp , let β1, β2 ∈ F`p for some `, let h be a list of hashes of length

`. Let a, b ∈ Fp, let y = av1 + bv2, and β = aβ1 + bβ2. We require that if

Test(pp,vi, βi,h) = > for i = 1, 2 then Test(pp,y, β,h) = >.

4.7.1.2 Security.

Let VH = (HashSetup,Hash,Test) be a vector hash. Let A be a PPT algo-

rithm that takes as input public parameters pp ← HashSetup(1λ, n) and outputs a

vector v∗ ∈ Fnp , an m-dimensional vector space V ⊂ Fnp (for some m) represented

as basis vectors v1, . . . ,vm, an m-tuple of coefficients β, and a vector of hashes

h = (h1, . . . , hm).
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Definition 8. With notation as above, we say that A breaks the vector hash scheme

VH if v∗ 6∈ V , Test(pp,v∗, β,h) = >, and Test(pp, v̂i, ei, hi) = > for i = 1, . . . ,m.

(Recall that v̂i is the data component of vi.) We define the advantage Hash-Adv[A,VH]

of A to be the probability that A breaks VH. We say that a vector hash VH is

secure if for all PPT algorithms A the advantage Hash-Adv[A,VH] is negligible in

the security parameter λ.

In the full paper [5] we give an example vector hash using a finite cyclic

group G of order p. This vector hash is secure if the discrete logarithm problem is

infeasible in G.

4.7.2 The Construction

For this construction, we use as a black box a vector hash as defined in

Section 4.7.1.

Signature scheme NS:

Let VH = (HashSetuph,Hashh,Testh) be a vector hash and let S = (Setups,KeyGens, Signs,Verifys)

be a signature scheme for signing messages in {0, 1}∗. Our network coding signature

scheme is as follows:

Setup(1λ, n,m): Run HashSetuph(1
λ, n) to obtain hash parameters and Setups(1

λ)

to obtain signature parameters. Let params contain m, n, and the outputs of

these algorithms.

KeyGen(params): Run KeyGens to obtain public key pk and the private key sk. Out-

put (pk, sk).
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Sign(params, sk, {v1, . . . ,vm}): For i = 1, . . . ,m, set hi := Hashh(params, v̂i). Set

h = (h1, . . . , hm), η := Signs(sk,h), and σ :=
(
h, η
)
. Output σ.

Combine
(
params, (v1, ~σ1, pk1, a1), (v2, ~σ2, pk2, a2)

)
:

1. Let ~σ′,v′1,v
′
2 := Merge(~σ1, ~σ2,v1,v2).

2. To create a list pk
′
, do:

For j in 1, . . . , k = |~σ|, if the jth element of ~σ is the kth element of ~σi for

i ∈ {1, 2}, then the jth element of pk
′

is the kth element of pki.

3. Output ~σ′ and pk
′
.

Verify(params, pk,y, ~σ): Interpret ~σ as a list of f signatures where each σi = (hi, ηi).

Write H = (h1, . . . ,hf ). Do the following:

1. For i in 1, . . . , f , compute Verifys(pki,hi, ηi).

2. Compute Testh(params, ŷ, βy,H). (Recall βy is the augmentation com-

ponent of y.)

If all steps output >, output >; else output ⊥.

The only difference between the Combine algorithm in our signature scheme

and the Merge algorithm of Section 4.6.1 is that the Combine algorithm also keeps

track of the public keys associated with the signatures.

Instead of sending a separate hash signature ηi in each σi, we can aggregate

these signatures together for space efficiency. In the full paper [5] we describe an
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instantiation of the system where a signature on f files is of length (fm + 1) log2 p

bits. We also prove a lower bound showing that for large values of f and m this

length is optimal.

Correctness.

We verify the correctness conditions of Definition 6.

1. For primitive signatures: Consider a key pair (sk, pk)← KeyGen(params) and

a vector space V ⊂ Fn+m
p described by a properly augmented basis v1, . . . ,vm.

Let σ be the output of Sign(params, sk, V = {v1, . . . ,vm}). Interpret the

signature σ as σ = (h, η).

For primitive signatures, there is only one file f = 1. We examine each step

of Verify in turn:

1. Since η = Signs(sk,h), we have Verifys(pk,h, η) = > by correctness of S.

2. Since hi = Hashh(params, v̂i), and βvi is the unit vector ei since we are

using a properly augmented basis, correctness conditions (1) and (3) of

VH imply that Testh(params, v̂i, βvi ,h) = >.

It follows that every basis vector vi passes the signature verification test, i.e.,

Verify(params, pk,vi, σ) = > .

2. Recursively, for combined signatures: Consider two lists of public keys pk1, pk2,

two augmented vectors v1,v2, two lists of signatures ~σ1, ~σ2 such that

Verify(params, pk1,v1, ~σ1) = Verify(params, pk2,v2, ~σ2) = >. (4.8)
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Let v′1,v
′
2, ~σ

′ be the output of Merge(v1,v2, ~σ1, ~σ2) and f = |~σ|. Let Hi be

the list of all the hash elements in ~σi for i = 1, 2. Let a1, a2 ∈ Fp be network

combination coefficients, and let y = a1v
′
1 + a2v

′
2. Let ~σ, pk be the output of

the Combine algorithm on inputs (v1, ~σ1, pk1, a1), (v2, ~σ2, pk2, a2).

Conditions (a) and (b) are now immediate. For (c), we note that in our

scheme, σ′j = (hj, ηj) for j = 1, . . . , f . Let H = (h1, . . . ,hf ). We examine

each step of the Verify algorithm:

1. By the assumption (4.8) and the way we have set up the correspondence

between indices of pk and ~σ, we have Verifys(pkj,hj, ηj) = > for j in

1, . . . , f .

2. By assumption (4.8) we know that Testh(params, v̂i, βvi
,Hi) = > for

i = 1, 2. By correctness property (2) of VH, for i = 1, 2 we have

Testh(params, v̂′i, βv′i
,H) = >. Then, by correctness property (3) of VH,

we have Testh(params, ŷ, βy,H) = >.

Thus, we have that Verify
(
params, pk

′
,y, ~σ) = >.

We have the following security theorem; the proof is in the full paper [5].

Theorem 31. The network coding signature scheme NS is secure assuming that

VH is a secure vector hash, and assuming S is a secure signature scheme.
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4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied methods to secure data that is transmitted over

networks that deploy network coding. Our HMAC construction is efficient and

designed to work at online speeds, and in fact has been deployed in the network

coding testbed at MIT. Our second construction, of signatures for multi-source

network coding, is relatively inefficient but comes with stronger guarantees and is

the first work to study pollution attacks in multi-source networks.
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Chapter 5

Secrecy from Compressive Sensing

5.1 Introduction

The area of compressive sensing has seen an explosion of interest in the last

few years, finding wide ranging applications from data mining to computer vision.

In compressive sensing, sparse vectors are compressed using a linear transformation,

and reconstruction is possible in polynomial time using an optimization or algorith-

mic framework [38, 24]. There are multiple algorithms for sparse signal recovery in

presence or absence of additive noise corrupting the sensing process [68, 62, 39, 37].

An algorithm of particular importance is Lasso [67], which has been widely applied

and analyzed for enabling signal recovery in presence of noise. Regardless of the

particular algorithm for recovery, an important underlying principle of compressive

sensing is incoherence, which is essential for signal recovery [22, 69]. From the anal-

ysis perspective, there is a large and growing body of literature on necessary and

sufficient conditions for sparse signal recovery [37, 69, 52, 23]. In this work, we

utilize and build on this analytical framework to use compressive sensing for secure

communication over the Wyner wiretap channel [73].

Secure communication over wiretap channels is a well-established and grow-

ing area of research. A classical problem in this domain is the Wyner wiretap channel
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(see Figure 5.1), where communication between a legitimate transmit-receive pair

is eavesdropped. Secure communication over such channels can be studied based

on multiple notions of secrecy. The most common formulation studied from an

information-theoretic perspective is that of perfect secrecy, where one places no

computational bounds on the adversary and requires that the adversary gain no

knowledge of the message being communicated. The other extreme case is one of

computational secrecy, most commonly studied from a cryptographic perspective.

In this setting, a computationally unbounded adversary can, in theory, determine

the message exactly, but such recovery is not possible due to the imposed compu-

tational limits. In this work, we consider an intermediate notion of secrecy we call

Wolfowitz secrecy, which captures elements of both domains. In line with informa-

tion theoretic formulations, we assume a computationally unbounded adversary. In

addition, we require that the legitimate receiver be able to decode the codeword in

polynomial time, similar to computational secrecy. Our secrecy notion is as follows:

we require that the transmission codebook be chosen so that the average probability

of error of decoding at the eavesdropper be arbitrarily close to unity regardless of

the decoding strategy.

Our main result is: given the Wyner wiretap channel with time-varying chan-

nel gains known to the transmitter, we find sufficient conditions under which Wol-

fowitz secret communication is possible on the channel via compressive sensing.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives a description

of the system model. Section 5.3 presents the main results and we conclude in

Section 5.4.
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T L

E

H

G

X=ΦW YL=HX+NL

YE=GX+NE

Figure 5.1: The Wyner wiretap channel with a single transmitter T , one legitimate
receiver L and one eavesdropper E.

Notation The notation used in this chapter is as follows. In denotes the identity

matrix of size n × n. For a matrix A and subsets S (resp. T ) denotes a subset of

indices of the rows (resp. columns) of A, refers to the sub-matrix of A restricted to

the rows indexed by S and the columns indexed by T . ||A||F denotes the Frobenius

norm of the matrix A. Λmin(A) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of A.

5.2 System Model

The system model is depicted in Figure 5.1. Over n channel uses, the channel

model is given by the following relations:

YL = HX +NL,
YE = GX +NE.

(5.1)

X is the n × 1 real-valued vector output of transmitter T . YL and YR are n × 1

vectors seen by legitimate receiver L and eavesdropper E respectively. NL and NE

are n × 1 noise vectors with i.i.d. entries from N(0, σ2) distribution. H and G

are n × n real-valued matrices representing the legitimate receiver’s channel and

eavesdropper’s channel respectively. For simplicity, we assume that H and G are
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diagonal matrices (potentially time-varying) and have the following forms:

H =


h1 0 · · · 0
0 h2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · hn

 , G =


g1 0 · · · 0
0 g2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · gn

 .

If H and G were identical or unknown to the transmitter or receiver, there

is no source of asymmetry in the system to be exploited (secrecy generally requires

an asymmetric system structure that distinguishes the legitimate receiver from the

eavesdropper). Therefore, we assume in this work that the diagonal values of H

and G are independently generated from some continuous distribution, fixed, and

known to all parties (legitimate pair and eavesdropper). Thus, H and G are distinct

matrices with probability one, and our scheme exploits this difference to achieve

Wolfowitz secret communication.

In order to achieve perfect secrecy, it is well known that the capacity of this

wiretap channel, with average power constraint P , is

max
Σn:Tr(Σn)≤nP

(CL(Σn)− CE(Σn)),

whenever the quantity is a positive number, and where

CL(Σn) =
1

n
log |σ2In +HΣnH

t|,

CE(Σn) =
1

n
log |σ2In +GΣnG

t|.

Although perfect secrecy is a highly desirable goal, achieving rate close to this capac-

ity requires the use of nested lattices or structured binning for codebook generation,

and for which there are no known polynomial-time decoding algorithms in general.
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Moreover, the rate achieved may be insignificantly small for many classes of channel

matrices H and G.

Next, we relax the secrecy requirement. Instead of perfect secrecy, we con-

sider a new notion of secrecy, which we term “Wolfowitz” secrecy - if one were the

eavesdropper, one must not be able to decode the message intended for legitimate

receiver with high probability. We argue that this is a natural notion of secrecy, one

that lies between perfect information theoretic secrecy and computational secrecy.

We propose that perfect secrecy is too strong a notion for most applications. Per-

fect secrecy implies that the eavesdropper does not gain any information about the

message; in particular, in its view, every other message from the message space re-

mains equally likely. In Wolfowitz secrecy, on the other hand, the claim is somewhat

weaker, but, we argue, sufficiently strong nevertheless. Wolfowitz secrecy implies

that the probability of error in decoding at the eavesdropper tends to unity. That

is, the eavesdropper can narrow its guess of the message somewhat; instead of every

point in the message space being an equally likely candidate for the sent message,

now, it knows that the message falls in an exponentially large fraction of the mes-

sage space. However, it still cannot determine the sent message with anything but

negligible probability, and we believe that this is sufficiently strong for most appli-

cations.

From Wolfowitz’s strong converse theorem for the discrete memoryless chan-

nel, if we have

max
Σn:Tr(Σn)≤nP

CL(Σn) > max
Σn:Tr(Σn)≤nP

CE(Σn)

a rate of maxΣn:Tr(Σn)≤nP CL(Σn) can be achieved by the legitimate transmit-receive
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pair while the eavesdropper’s probability of error in decoding grows exponentially

with the coding block size to unity.

Owing to Wolfowitz strong converse, any scheme that satisfies the above

condition yields Wolfowitz secrecy, then what is the motivation for looking at com-

pressive sensing? Our main motivation is this: although any scheme satisfying the

above yields a significant increase in the achievable rate over the case of perfect

secrecy, again, it does not directly result in any polynomial-time encoding/decoding

algorithms for the legitimate pair.

In this work, we desire both Wolfowitz secrecy and a polynomial-time de-

coding algorithm at the legitimate receiver. There may be multiple ways in which

this can potentially be achieved. We choose a compressive sensing framework, and

we show in the remainder of this chapter that this approach yields tractable and

non-trivial conditions for possibility of Wolfowitz secret communication over wiretap

channels.

Therefore, we choose X = ΦW , where W denotes the transmitted message

– a vector uniformly chosen from the set of p × 1 k-sparse vectors with non-zero

entries coming from the set {−1, 1} (k, p are functions of n). Φ is the real-valued

n× p precoding matrix, whose choice depends on channel matrices H and G.

5.3 Main Results

The wiretap channel model relations can be rewritten as:

YL = HΦW +NL,
YE = GΦW +NE.

(5.2)
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The intuition for achieving Wolfowitz secrecy over the channel is as follows: we

pick the precoding matrix Φ so that HΦ, the effective channel matrix for legitimate

receiver, allows for error-free retrieval (w.h.p.) of sparse vector W from YL, while

GΦ, the effective channel matrix for eavesdropper, is such that the probability of

error in correctly retrieving W from YE via any decoding algorithm is arbitrarily

close to unity. Note that the structure of the message set makes it sufficient for the

decoder at the legitimate receiver to recover only the signed support1 of W in order

to recover W . This motivates the use of a Lasso-based decoder at the legitimate

receiver.

5.3.1 Accurate Recovery by Legitimate Receiver:

Since the legitimate receiver has knowledge of channel matrix H, it recovers

W from the following equivalent system:

Y ′L = ΦW +N ′L, (5.3)

where Y ′L = H−1YL and N ′L = H−1NL. This system resembles the compressive sens-

ing setup with noisy observations/measurements. The sufficient conditions required

for accurate recovery of signed support of sparse vector in presence of i.i.d. gaussian

noise using Lasso have been described in [69]. However, unlike in [69], in our case the

noise vector N ′L does not consist of i.i.d. entries (the noise variances can potentially

vary with channel uses). Hence, we need to re-derive the sufficient conditions un-

der which accurate signed support recovery is possible, to enable error-free message

1Signed support of a sparse vector refers to its support (indices of non-zero entries) as well as
signs (+/-) of the non-zero entries.
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recovery at the legitimate receiver using the Lasso-based decoder:

Ŵ = argmin
V ∈Rp

{
1

2n
||Y ′L − ΦV ||22 + λn||V ||1

}
,

where λn is the regularizing parameter (function of n).

We choose Φ to be a random matrix with i.i.d. entries coming from the

distribution N(0, τ), where τ is suitably chosen depending on channel matrices H

and G. The following theorem (modified version of Theorem 3 in [69]) states the

sufficient conditions on n, p, k and τ for accurate signed support recovery of W

using Lasso at the legitimate receiver:

Theorem 32. Consider the system model described by Equation (5.3) and the fol-

lowing family of regularizing parameters:

λn :=

√
σ2τ

νh2
mink

where ν is some constant and hmin = min(|h1|, . . . , |hn|). Then, if for some fixed

ε > 0, the sequence {n, p, k} satisfies

n > 2(1 + ε)(1 + ν)k log(p− k), (5.4)

with probability ≥ 1− c1 exp(−c2 min(k, log(p− k))),

• Lasso returns a unique solution Ŵ whose support is contained in the support

of W (supp(Ŵ ) ⊂ supp(W )).

• Lasso further recovers the signed support uniquely if

τ >

(
c3

√
σ2

νh2
mink

+ c4

√
σ2 log k

h2
minn

)2

. (5.5)
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Here, c1, c2, c3, c4 are some positive constants.

Proof. Our proof follows the lines of the proof of achievability for Lasso (Theorem 3)

in [69]. The covariance matrix of our choice, Φ, satisfies the incoherence conditions

specified in [69], which implies applicability of Theorem 3 in [69]. The only change in

our analysis is that the noise vector N ′L does not contain i.i.d entries. However, the

entries of N ′L are still independent random variables, and their variance does not

exceed σ2/h2
min. This gives ||N ′L||22 ≤ ||NL||22/h2

min, and rest of the analysis follows

from the achievability proof.

We define k = µn/ log n, and p = nα+1 for some α, µ > 0. Then, the bound

on τ as in Equation (5.5) can be reduced to

τ ≥ τmin :=
σ2

h2
min

(
c3√
µν

+ c4

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
c5(µ,ν)

log n

n
. (5.6)

Also note that the transmitted signal is subject to an average power constraint P ,

i.e., E(XTX) ≤ nP . We statistically approximate message vector W as follows:

for i = 1, . . . , p, we let Wi = 1 w.p. k/2p, −1 w.p. k/2p and 0 otherwise. This

approximation yields the following additional constraint on τ :

τ ≤ P

k
=
P

µ

log n

n
. (5.7)

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) impose a condition on the SNR of the system as

SNR := P/σ2 ≥ γ := µc5(µ, ν)/h2
min. Therefore, we have determined the sufficient

conditions for accurate recovery of message by the legitimate receiver.
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5.3.2 Infeasible Recovery by Eavesdropper:

In this section, we examine the conditions necessary for decoding failure (with

high probability) at the eavesdropper. We let RE be the rate of the eavesdropper’s

channel. Then, we have by information theoretic analysis:

nRE := I(YE;W )

= Ep

[
log

p(YE|W )

p(YE)

]
(p := p(W,YE))

≤ Ep

[
log

p(YE|W )

q(YE)

]
(any dist. q(YE))

≤ −h(NE) + Ep

[
log

1

q(YE)

]
. (5.8)

Let q(YE) ∼ N(0,∆), ∆ = Γ2 and det(∆) = β. Then,

Ep

[
log

1

q(YE)

]
=

1

2
log(2π)nβ +

1

2
Ep
[
Y T
E ∆−1YE

]
=

1

2
log(2π)nβ +

1

2
Ep

[
ŶE

T
ŶE

]
,

where we set ŶE := Γ−1YE. Using Equation (5.2), we get

Ep

[
ŶE

T
ŶE

]
= Tr

(
Ep

[
ŶEŶE

T
])

= Tr
(
Γ−1Ep

[
(GΦWW TΦTGT ) + σ2In)

]
Γ−1
)

= Tr

(
Γ−1

(
k

p
GEp[ΦΦT ]GT + σ2In

)
Γ−1

)
= Tr

(
Γ−1

(
kτGG> + σ2In

)
Γ−1
)
.

Assume ∆ = θIn, θ > 0, so that Γ−1 = θ−1/2In. Then,

Ep

[
ŶE

T
ŶE

]
=

1

θ
Tr(kτGGT + σ2In).
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This relation, along with the fact det(∆) = β = αn, gives

Ep

[
log

1

q(YE)

]
=

1

2
log(2π)nαn +

1

2θ
Tr(kτGGT + σ2In).

Substituting the above expression in Equation (5.8) gives

RE ≤
−1

2
− 1

2
log σ2 +

1

2
log θ +

1

2θ

(
kτ

n
Tr(GGT ) + σ2

)
.

The RHS of the above expression is minimized for θ = kτ
n
Tr(GG>)+σ2. Substituting

this value of θ yields

RE ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

kτ

σ2

Tr(GGT )

n

)
.

Next, note that Tr(GGT ) =
∑n

i=1 |gi|2 := ng2. This gives

RE ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

kτ

σ2
g2

)
. (5.9)

Also, from construction of the message space, we have

RE =
1

n
log

[(
p

k

)
2k
]
, (5.10)

if accurate message recovery is possible for the eavesdropper. Hence, by Equations

(5.9) and (5.10), we get a sufficient condition, for infeasibility of message recovery

by eavesdropper, as:

n <
2(log

(
p
k

)
+ k log 2)

log(1 + kτ
σ2 g

2)
. (5.11)

Thus, if the above inequality is satisfied, by Wolfowitz’s strong converse theorem,

the probability of decoding error at the eavesdropper tends to unity as code block

size increases.
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5.3.3 Putting it all together: Accurate Recovery by Legitimate Receiver
as well as Infeasible Recovery by Eavesdropper:

We desire to find n such that the legitimate receiver can recover the message

efficiently using Lasso while the eavesdropper cannot recover the message. For this,

we put together the derived conditions as given by Equations (5.4), (5.5), (5.11):

2(1 + ε)(1 + ν)k log(p− k) < n <
2(log

(
p
k

)
+ k log 2)

log(1 + kτ
σ2 g

2)
,

subject to τ > τmin. We set τ = τmin, since it maximizes the range of n, as observed

in the above expression. Substituting k = µn/ log n, p = nα+1 and simplification

gives the following sufficient condition for existence of n, µ and α:

1

2
log

(
1 + µc5(µ, ν)

ḡ2

h2
min

)
<

1

2(1 + ε)(1 + ν)
− µ. (5.12)

Note that the LHS of the above expression is an increasing function of µ, while the

RHS is a decreasing function of µ. Therefore, suitable µ, α exist if for µ → 0, the

inequality is still preserved. Letting µ→ 0 in Equation (5.12) gives

log

(
1 +

c2
3

ν

ḡ2

h2
min

)
<

1

(1 + ε)(1 + ν)
.

After rearranging, we get the following sufficient condition:

ḡ2 < δ(ε, ν)h2
min,

where δ(ε, ν) := (ν/c2
3)(exp([(1 + ε)(1 + ν)]−1)− 1).

Thus, if the average singular value of G is less than a constant multiple of the

minimum singular value of H then there exists values for n, µ and α that enables

Wolfowitz secret communication over the Wyner wiretap channel.
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5.3.4 A Word about the Rate of Legitimate Receiver:

For k = µn/ log n and p = nα+1 and from construction of the message space,

the rate of legitimate receiver is given by

RL =
1

n

[
log

(
p

k

)
2k
]

n→∞−−−→ αµ,

subject to constraints given by Equations (5.4) and (5.11). There is an upper bound

on RL imposed by the maximum achievable rate on the legitimate channel subjected

to the codebook architecture (k-sparse p-length message vectors in our case), as

well as because of Equations (5.4) and (5.11). It is difficult, analytically, to obtain a

closed form expression for the above-mentioned bound on RL. Hence, to understand

the rate achieved by our specific codebook architecture, we are performing some

simulations. The simulations are work in progress, and its results are deferred to

the full version of this work.

5.4 Conclusions

We have seen how compressive sensing can be used to obtain secrecy benefits

in a wiretap channel. As mentioned above, we are working on simulating the system

to better understand the rate achieved. Other work in progress includes trying to

weaken the conditions required for Wolfowitz secrecy, as well as generalizing the

analysis to randomly generated channel matrices.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We studied the problem of secrecy in diverse settings, for various applications,

using distinct notions of secrecy. The resulting code constructions, thus, exhibited

characteristics fairly different from one another. Ranging from the practical-system

oriented HMAC (which has been deployed in the current Network Coding testbed) to

the Information Theoretic lattice based code construction (which used probabilistic

arguments to establish existence of suitable codes), we established a mathematical

framework for the study of the system at hand, and endeavoured to make useful as

well as theoretically sound claims about security.

Central to our thesis is the observation that no single notion of security is

enough, nor a single toolset sufficient to understand the requirements and challenges

posed by the applications of today. What is of most importance, we believe, is the

ability to condense the essential needs of a given system, to model it meaningfully,

and apply rigorous mathematical analysis to design its security without compromis-

ing its functionality.

Future directions include designing more user friendly and expressive encryp-

tion systems (such as functional encryption) from hard lattice problems, improving

the algorithms and guarantees provided by our information theoretic schemes and
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exploring other areas related to security (such as data privacy). But, most impor-

tantly, we hope to explore other meaningful notions of secrecy that may lie between

the two we have seen so far (cryptographic and information theoretic), and to uti-

lize insights from each approach to design security schemes that perform coding for

communication as well as coding for cryptography simulatenously, across the layers

of the protocol stack, to yield constructions that are even more efficient and useful.
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Appendices
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Graduate Coursework

Major Coursework

Course Number Course Name

EE381J Probability and Stochastic Processes I
EE381K Information Theory

EE381K-13 Analysis and Design of Comm. Netwks.
EE381V Sparsity, Structure, Algorithms
CS388G Algorithms: Techniques and Theory
CS388C Combinatorics and Graph Theory
CS388T Theory of Computation
CS395T Cryptography

Supporting Coursework

Course Number Course Name

M380C Algebra I
M380D Algebra II
CS353 Theory of Computation
M390C Algorithms for Finite Fields
M390C Elliptic Curves
M365C Real Analysis
M390C Algebraic Number Theory
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Shweta Agrawal, Dan Boneh, Xavier Boyen. In Proceedings of Crypto, 2010.

• “Efficient Lattice (H)IBE in the Standard Model,” Shweta Agrawal, Dan

Boneh, Xavier Boyen. In Proceedings of Eurocrypt, 2010.

• “Lattice IBE in the Standard Model,” Shweta Agrawal and Xavier Boyen.

Tech. Report.

• “Preventing Pollution Attacks in Multi-Source Network Coding,” Shweta Agrawal,

Dan Boneh, Xavier Boyen and David Freeman. In Proceedings of PKC, 2010.

• “Homomorphic MACs: MAC- based Integrity for Network Coding,” Shweta

Agrawal, Dan Boneh. In Proceedings of Applied Cryptography and Network

Security, 2009.

II. Networks and Information Theory:

• Wolfowitz Secrecy from Compressive Sensing, “Shweta Agrawal, Abhik Das

and Sriram Vishwanath. In Submission.
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• “On the Secrecy Rate of Interference Networks Using Structured Codes,”
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